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Abstract
This thesis deals with design techniques for robust non-linear multivariable sys­
tems It describes and discusses some design techniques for such systems
First, one-loop-at-a-time design using the root locus method is considered The 
disadvantages of this approach are outlined Next, some gain-schedulmg con­
trollers are designed for each loop Then, a multivariable optimization approach is 
taken Software to find the frequency domain solution of the two-block weighted- 
mixed-sensitivity problem using the Youla Parameterisation and Smith-McMillan 
form is developed This two-variable problem decouples into two single-variable 
problems, corresponding to optimizing at the input and output of the plant
The fundamental limitations and the trade-offs in design are studied at the input 
and output of the plant
\11 controllers are tested and implemented on the inverted pendulum-cart appa­
ratus, an unstable single-input two-output system
i
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Chapter 1
Introduction
This thesis deals with design techniques for multnanable systems Design of 
controllers for smgle-input single-output (SISO) systems can usualh be done very 
effectively by using \arious traditional techniques, such as root locus methods and 
methods based on Nyquist and Bode plots But the design of controllers for non­
linear (NL) multi-input multi-output (MIMO) systems is a different matter This 
is still an important open problem and it attracts a good deal of research
1.1 M otivation
Sometimes when dealing with SISO s\ stems other signals m the control loop are 
considered to be disturbances Howe\er, it often happens that these disturbances 
originate in other loops This effect is known as interaction or coupling In 
some cases, interaction can be ignored, either because the coupling signals are 
weak or because a clear time-scale or frequency-scale separation exists However, 
m other cases it can be necessary to consider all signals simultaneously Then, 
the problem has to be tackled entirely as a multivariable design Consequently a 
good knowledge and understanding of MIMO systems is important, since, in most 
situations, the tools used for anahsmg SISO systems are no longer applicable 
Simple definitions like poles and zeros, among others, have a different meaning 
when dealing with multivariable processes and since matrices are involved, some 
functions (e g sensitivity) have a different interpretation at the input versus the 
output of the plant
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Rosenbrock [1, 2, 3] was the first researcher to emphasize that the MIMO case is 
much more challenging than the SISO case, and to recognize that new theoretical 
foundations would be required Despite all the advances and improvements in 
MIMO control theory, multivariable design is still a subject under research, and 
it is still, in some sense, an unsolved problem, as discussed in Section 2 15
The aim of this thesis is study some design techniques for multivariable systems 
Design methods which allow for certain levels of inaccuracy m the model of the 
plant to be controlled are emphasized This is called robustness Among these 
design techniques this thesis focuses mainly on some frequency domain optimiza­
tion techniques, such as minimizing a quadratic cost function m order to get a 
controller that gives a robust performance
This thesis also discusses some advantages and disadvantages of the design meth­
ods used It also treats trade-offs and fundamental limitations in multivariable 
controller design, including the approach of treating the MIMO problem as several 
SISO problems
Throughout the thesis the in\erted pendulum is used as an application example 
Since this system is multivariable with right half plane poles and zeros, which is 
non-linear and non-square, it gi\es more insight about the inherent limitations 
when facing a control design All controllers are implemented and tested on this 
apparatus
1.2 Outline of the Thesis
In Chapter 2, some important background used throughout the thesis is pre­
sented First, a discussion of the inverted pendulum is given Then some impor­
tant definitions concerning MIMO systems are stated In Chapter 3, the Youla 
parameterization is presented, and two approaches to solving the generalised Be- 
zout equation are presented and discussed
Next, m Chapter 4, a one-loop-at-a-time design technique is used The plant is
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viewed as a set of SISO plants and some SISO controllers are designed for each 
loop using the root locus method Then m Chapter 5, using the results of these 
designs, the fundamental limitations imposed by right half plane (RHP) poles 
and zeros and the impact of these limitations on the closed-loop performance are 
studied Also, fundamental limitations for general SISO systems are discussed for 
both the time and the frequency domain With the benefit of these limitations for 
designing control systems, the one-loop-at-a-time approach is further analyzed 
m Chapter 6 Within this one-loop-at-a-time framework, some gain-scheduled 
controllers are designed for each loop m Chapter 7
In Chapter 8, a multivariable optimization approach is taken First a no* el ap­
proach is attempted Indeed a frequency domain solution of the %2 problem 
based on the Youla Parameterization using frequency domain (Matlab) software 
is developed The %2 problem is recast as a two-block weighted-mi\ed-sensiti\ lty 
problem, which results m an optimization problem with two variables Then b\ 
optimising at the input and then at the output of the plant this particular problem 
can be reduced to two decoupled smgle-variable problems Next the standard 
two-norm optimization m the frequenc\ domain using the Youla Parameteriza­
tion for SISO systems is adapted to the multnariable case Then, in Chapter 9 
the fundamental limitations and the trade-offs when designing a multivariable 
controller are studied as well as the difference between optimizing transfer func­
tion matrices at the input and at the output In Chapter 10, general conclusions 
are given
3
Chapter 2
Background
In this chapter some basic definitions and some background material that are 
used throughout the thesis are stated It starts with a brief discussion about the 
inverted pendulum which is used as a practical example Then several definitions 
and some results that apply to MIMO systems are given
2.1 The Inverted Pendulum
The inverted pendulum has been a classic tool m control system laboratories It 
has been used to demonstrate various control design techniques, see [4], [5] and 
the references therein For example it was used to illustrate much of the material 
presented in the book by Kwakernaak and Sivan [6] In this thesis the Digital 
Pendulum Mechanical Unit 33-200 manufactured by Feedback (see [7]) is used 
as an application example \  description of the well-known inverted pendulum 
apparatus is given
2 11 Description
Consider the inverted pendulum of Figure 2 1 The pivot of the pendulum is 
mounted on a carnage which can move m the horizontal direction The carriage 
is driven by a motor The control problem is to move the carnage to a desired 
position while keeping the pendulum up and when the desired position has been
4
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reached the pendulum should stay in the fully upright position {(¡> — 0) The 
output (measurements) will be the position of the carriage (displacement) and 
the angular rotation of the pendulum (angle)
Figure 2 1 Inverted pendulum
Next, we develop a physical model for this system
2 1 2  P h y s ic a l  M o d e l l in g
Figure 2 2 shows the forces acting on the svstem fi(t) is the force exerted by the 
motor, at time i, on the carriage This force is the input variable to the system 
The displacement of the cart at time t is d(t) while the angular rotation at time 
t of the pendulum is The mass of the pendulum is m, the distance from 
the pivot to the centre of gravity is L and the moment of inertia with respect 
to the centre of gravity is J  The carriage has mass M  The forces exerted on 
the pendulum are the gravitational force mg acting at the centre of gravity, a 
horizontal reaction force H(t), and a vertical reaction force V(t) Here g is the 
gravitational acceleration Friction is accounted for only in the motion of the 
carriage and not at the pivot Fr represents the friction coefficient
From Newton’s second law ~  ma the sum of the horizontal components 
of the forces must be equal to the product of the mass m  by the acceleration a 
acting on the pendulum, which is due to the acceleration of the carriages and the 
acceleration of the pendulum Thus
d2
m — [d(t) +Z ,sin 0 (£)] = H(t) (2 1 1)
o
pivot
H
where Lsm<fi(t) is the lever arm of the force acting on the pendulum The lever 
arm of a force F  about a chosen axis is the perpendicular distance from the line 
along that force to the axis Stanford [8 page 93] Similarly for the vertical 
components,
d2
m — [L cos d{t)} =  V(t) -  mg (2 1 2)
For this system the moment of inertia is constant Hence
(2 1 3 )
Equation (2 1 3) may be thought of as the rotational form of Newton’s second 
law, Stanford [8 page 185], where cu is the angular velocity of the pendulum and 
r is the torque Using Equation (2 1 3) for this system yields, 
d2
J — 4>(t) — LV(t) sin <b(t) — LH(t) cos (pit) (2 1 4)
d tz
For the forces acting on the carriage,
M j t d(t) = p(t) -  H(t) -  Fr^ d ( i)  (2 1 5)
Performing the differentiations above \ields
Figure 2 2 Forces acting on the pendulum
md(t) + L<j>(t) cos <p(t) -  L(j)2(t) sin <j>{t) = H(t) (2 16)
mg -  mL<j)2(t ) cos <j>(i) -  mL<p(t) sin <j>(t) = V(t) (2 17)
J<j>(t) = LV (t) sin <p(t) -  L H (t) cos <j>{t) (2 18)
Md(t) = n(t) -  H(t) -  Frd(t) (2 19)
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In order to eliminate H(t) and V(t) from Equation (2 18), Equations (2 1 6) 
and (2 1 7) are substituted into Equation (2 19), giving
Jcj)(t) =  mgL sin (/>{£) -  m L2<j)(t) sin2 -  mL2<j>2{t) sin (¡>(t) cos <f>(t) -  
mLd(t) cos <p(t) -  m L2(f>{t) cos2 <j>(t) 4- mL2<t>2{t) sm^(i) cos <f>(t)
Simplif\ing we obtain
[J 4- mL2]4>{t) — mgL  sin <j>(t) +  mLd(t) cos </>(t) = 0  (2 1 10)
Division of this equation by J  +  mL2 yields
r ^
(f>(t) = — sin^(i) -  y;d(t) cos o(t), (2 1 11)
L L
where
This quantity has the significance of “effective pendulum length” since a pendu­
lum of length V  that is not on a car would also yield Equation (2 1 11), Kwak- 
ernaak [6, page 6]
To simplify the equations, assume that m  is small with respect to M  and therefore 
neglect the horizontal reaction force, H(t), on the motion of the carriage This 
allows us to replace Equation (2 19) with
Md{t) =  fi{t) -  Frd(t) (2 1 13)
In brief the equations which govern the system are (2 1 13), (2 1 11) and (2 1 12)
d(t) =  ¿ m o  -  § ¿ ( 0
and
! 4>{t) =  sin cos <j>(t),
where
T, _  J  +  m L2 
mL
7
2 1 3  Conventional Linearization
In order to get a linearized model, the system must first be described in state 
space form
N on-linear S ta te  Space M odel
We define the states as follows,
xi = d(t), x2 ~ d(t), x3 = x4 =  <f>{t),
and the input is
u =  n(t)
Now, differentiating each component with respect to t, gives
X\ d(t), 
x2 =  d{t), 
z3 = ¿(t),
x4 = <p(t)
(2 1 14)
(2 1 15)
13) , ( 2 I l l ) and (2 1 14),
Xi = £2 ,
1 Frx 2 — — u ■ M M
Xz = X± j
9 1X\ — — sin x3 -  — X2 COSX3
(2 1 16)
and using the second equation to eliminate x2 from the fourth equation gives
9 1 Ftx4 =  — sin x3 -  - r m u cos *3 +  7 7 7 7 * 2  cos x 3 L' M L' M L'
A state space description can now be written down Writing the above equations
in matrix form gives
\
(2 1 17)
( X \ \ ( x 2
_ Ì a U ~ M X2
Xz £ 4
V X4 ) fi  sin x3 -  -fjjiu cos x3 +
For this system the outputs are the displacement d(t) and the angular rotation 
of the pendulum <t>(t), so define the output vector as
Equilibrium Points
Equilibrium points are points in state space where the system can remain “static” , 
stationary, where it can come to rest or settle down, for some constant input level 
In other words, they are points where the derivatives of the states are zero (x — 0) 
Then, Equation (2 1 16) yields
The set of equilibnum points is therefore described by x2 = 0, x3 = 0 or x3 = ir, 
x 4 = 0, u = 0 and xi is arbitrary
These equations say that for an equilibrium point, the carriage and the pendulum 
must be stationary (i e have zero velocity) and the pendulum must have a vertical 
position, either upwards or downwards Clearly, x$ — 0 (pendulum up) is an 
unstable equilibrium point and x$ = tt (pendulum down) is a stable one With 
the pendulum m equilibrium, the carriage can be at any location This is expected 
from physical considerations
(2 1 18)
x 2 = 0,
Linearized Model
Differentiating each row of Equation (2 1 17) with respect to each state and the 
input u and then evaluating at the equilibrium point (with x3 = 0) we get the
linearized model for the inverted pendulum
x  =
/  0 1 0
0 \
0 - E hM 0 0
0 0 0 1
Fr
ML'
A.
L' 0 /
1(  1 0  0y =  1V 0 0  1
x  -f M 
0
 L_
\  ML' /
0
U
where x  =  (xi x 2 £ 3  x 4)T
T he s ta te  space represen ta tion  of the  system  is then
(  0 1 0 0 \
0 - ^ 0 0  
0 0 0 1
0  -2 . 0  /
u  A /i, ' L1 u  /
s  =
!  0
_L
M
0
V “ m l7 /
C  =
1  0  0  
0  0  1
Transfer Functions
T he transfer functions can now be calcu lated  Using the  form ula
G{s) = C { s I - A ) - l B ,
where G{s)  is the  transfer function of the  system , gives
/  i i  \
G{s) G i
G 2
m i
Let
Fr
a =  —  
M
k x = —  
1  M  
1
ko =
M L '
T h is  gives the  following linearized m odel
G(a) = Gi
s (s + a )
—k^s
( s - j - a ) (s + 6 ) (s -6 )
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(2 1 19)
(2 1 20 )
(2 1 2 1 )
(2 1 22)
(2 1 23)
(2 1 24)
a =  3 33 
6  — 5 46 
k x =  1 1  
k 2 =  30
and using E quation  2 1 23 yields,
Fr =  0 m K g / s ,
M  =  0 0 9 lK g  
V  =  0  328298m, 
g =  9 8 m / s 2
This is the  m odel which will be used for all the experim ental work reported  here 
2 14 Description of the Real System
In th is section th e  D igital Pendulum  M echanical U nit 33-200 m anufactu red  by 
Feedback, [7], is briefly described The pendulum -cart se t-up  consists of a pole 
m ounted on a ca rt in such a way th a t the pole can swing free only in the  vertical 
plane T he c a rt is driven by a DC m otor The cart is allowed to  move on a rail 
of lim ited  leng th
The p endu lum -cart se t-up  utilises two optical encoders as angle and  position  
detectors T he first one is installed  on the pendulum  axis and the  second one on 
the  DC m oto r axis The control signal is lim ited to  be w ith in  a norm alized range 
from - 1  to  1  T h a t is, it has a sa tu ra tio n  a t the in p u t of the  p lan t A nother non- 
lm ean ty  exists due to  the  ca rt friction which is a non-linear function of the  velocity 
of the ca rt O m ittin g  or sim plifying the friction on the  m ath em atica l m odel 
results m poor com patib ility  between the real system  and the  sim ulation m odel 
Notice th a t  the  non-linear friction m odel was not taken  in to  account during  the 
m odeling stage, which im plies th a t  a highly robust system  has to  be aim ed for 
when designing controllers This is acknowledged by the  m anufactu rer “Due to
where the following values were obtained after several identification experiments
(2 1 25)
( 2  1  26)
the presence of d istu rbances and param eter uncertain ties, a  robust behavior is 
m ore im p o rtan t th an  the  optim al character of the control s tra teg y ” , [7]
2 15 Choice of Design Methods
It was said earlier th a t  the  inverted pendulum  has been used as a classical tool in 
the  control system  labora to ries M anv m ethods for designing controllers has been 
used and im plem ented w ith  th is system  Those include, L inear Q uadra tic  Regu­
la to r (LQ R ), % oo, Fuzzy Logic and N eural Networks It m ust be acknowledged 
th a t  each of these m ethods will control the pendulum  successfulh
This thesis focuses m am ly on two design m ethods, the gain scheduling (GS) 
approach and the H 2 op tim ization  approach as well as the analv sis of lim ita tions 
th a t  exist on any system , specificalh the pendulum  system  GS is chosen because 
it has become a very popular m ethod for designing controllers for non-linear 
system s and it is still a sub jec t under research %2 op tim ization  is chosen because 
2 -norm -optim ization  based controller design has becom e very popular and it is 
still an unsolved problem  m the sense of its transparency  (there  are no algebraic 
equations for the design of the controllers design is an ite rative  process) and its 
design tim e (involves th e  selection of some weights, which is done som etim es bv 
tria l and  error)
2.2 The Smith-McMillan Form
T he Sm ith-M cM illan form  of a m ultivariable p lan t transform s the  p la n t’s transfer 
function in to  a d iagonal transfer function m atrix  by pre- and  post-m ultip ly ing  bv 
un im odu lar m atrices A. polynom ial m atrix  is called um m odular  if it has an 
inverse which is also a  polynom ial m atrix  It follows th a t  its de te rm inan t is a 
constan t (independent of the  variable s) It is possible to  analyze the  position 
and  num ber of poles and  zeros from the diagonal equivalent transfer m atrix  The 
Sm ith-M cM illan  form, [9, §2] [10] relies on the  fact th a t  every ra tional transfer
12
function m atrix  can be expressed as a  polynom ial m atrix , divided by a common 
denom ina to r polynom ial For more inform ation  ab o u t th e  Sm ith-M cM illan form 
see M aciejowski [9, §2] and Tadeo [10]
An elem entary m atr ix  is a m atrix  which represents an  elem entary  row (colum n) 
o pera tion  “R epresents” means th a t  m ultip ly ing  on the  left (right) by the elem en­
ta ry  m atrix  perform s the row (column) operation  We say th a t  two (polynom ial 
or ra tional) m atrices P (s )  and Q(s)  are equivalent (sym bolized P (s )  ~  Q(s))  if 
there  exist sequences of left and right elem entary  m atrices {Za(s), , L t(s)}  and
{ i? i(s) , ,R r { s )}  such th a t
P(s)  =  L M L ^ i s )  Li(s)Q(s)Ri(s) ^ ( s )
T he next theorem  is a result given in M aciejowski [9, § 2  2 ]
T h e o r e m  2  2  1  ( S m ith -M c M il la n  F o rm )  I f  G (s)  is a rational m atr ix  o f  
norm al rank r, then G(s) may be transformed by a series o f  elementary row and 
column operations into a pseudo-diagonal rational m atr ix  M (s )  o f the fo rm
M ( s ) =  d i a g i ^ , ^ -  ^ 4 , 0 ,  , 0 j  (2 2 1)K(s) Ms) Vv(s) J
*
m  which the m o m c  polynomials  { ^ (s ) ,  ^¿(s)} are coprime fo r  each i (i e they 
have no com m on factors) and satisfy the divisibility properties
£t (s)k i-r i(5)
\  * =  1 , , r - l  ( 2  2  2 )
V ' n - i O O I & W  J
M (s )  is the Smith-M cM illan fo rm  o f G(s)
T his theorem  savs th a t  any transfer function m atrix  can be factorized as
G  =  tM V
where U  and  V  are un im odular m atrices and \  is a diagonal transfer function 
m a tr ix  w ith th e  s tru c tu re  given in E quation  2  2  1
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t2 2 1 Smith-McMillan Form of the Inverted Pendulum
In th is section the  inverted pendulum  is used as an exam ple of how to  find the 
Sm ith-M cM illan  form  of a transfer function m atrix
F irst, th e  ra tio n a l m atrix  G(s)  E quation  ( 2  1  24), is expressed as a  polynom ial 
m atrix , div ided by a com m on denom inator polynom ial, as follows
Using e lem entary  m atrices the polynom ial m atrix  Gp m  the  equation  abo \e , 
can be transform ed  in to  a diagonal m atrix  pre-m ultip lied  (row operations) and
elem entary  m atrix  is um m odular, and the p roduct of un im odu lar m atrices is a 
un im odular m a trix  Thus Gp can be transform ed as follows,
1 In terchange row 1  and 2
(2 2 3)
where
post-m ultip lied  (colum n operations) by unim odular m atrices Notice th a t  an
where
k
2  Replace row 2  w ith row 2  plus — tim es row 1 ,
k2
where
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3 Interchange row 1 and 2,
—  L3G2 =
-k ib 2
■k2s :
where
L , =
0  1  
1  0
4 Replace row 2 w ith  row 2 plus — — — tim es row 1,
k\b
Ga — L 4G 2 —
f  —ki b2
where
t  — (  1 0
V knb2
5 Replace row 1  w ith  — t - t t  tim es row 1
k\b
G s =  I 5 G 4
/  1
where
Now, G 5  is the  “d iagonal” m atrix  after the  tran sfo rm ation
T hus, m th is  case, the  p roduct of the  sequence of left e lem entary  m atrices is
L  — L 5 L 4 L 3 L 2 Z/ 1  —
/  L_ 1
k2b2
(2 2 4)
It can be checked th a t  its de te rm inan t is a constan t, —
kib2
which indicates th a t
L  is a u m m odu lar m a trix  Moreover, its inverse, L  *, is a polynom ial m atrix , 
which is
L -1 (225;
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Notice th a t , in th is  case, th e  m atrix  of n g h t elem entary m atrices is equal to  the 
iden tity  m atrix , since no colum n operations were perform ed Hence, G 5  ~  G p 
(where Gp is given m E quation  ( 2  2  3)), and therefore
L G P =  G 5  =  (
\ o
and it follows from  the equation  above and E quation  (2 2 3) th a t
1  ■ 1
LG {s)  =
s (s +  a) (s 2  -  b2) \ q
Thus
AW
G{s) = L ' 1 I 1 ( 2  2  6 )
where
X(s)
0  
1
s ( s  +  a) (s 2  -  b2) 
and L “ 1 is given m E quation  ( 2  2  5) The m atrix
A W  x 7 s ( 5 + a ) ( s - r 6 ) ( 5 - ö )
0 J  \ 0
is then the  Sm ith -M cM illan  form, of G(s)
(2 2 7)
2.3 Poles and Zeros of a Transfer-Function 
Matrix
In the SISO case, the  zeros of a system  are defined as the  solutions s =  z t 
to  G(s) =  0 and, sim ilarly, the  poles are defined as the  solutions s =  pz to  
G -1 W  =  0 M oreover, m  the  scalar case the  zeros and poles could be found 
easih  from  a transfer function represen tation  However, for m ultivariab le system s 
th ings are no t th a t  easy T he m am  difficulty in the M IM O case is th a t  one has to  
work w ith  m atrix , ra th e r  th an  scalar, transfer functions It is well known th a t  the  
principal difference betw een scalars and m atrices is the  presence of d irections and  
th a t  d irections are relevant for vectors and m atrices, b u t no t for scalars Thus,
as is shown next, the  zeros and poles of M IM O plants no t only involve a scalar 
value ( 1  e s  =  z t) b u t also d irections
2 3.1 Poles and Zeros
A.s s ta ted  a t the  beginning of Section 2  2  the poles and zeros of a m ultivariab le  
system  can be found from  the  Sm ith-M cM illan form The result is as follows (see 
M aciejowski [9, §2 3])
D e f in i t io n  2  3 1  Let G (s)  be a rational transfer-function m atr ix  with Sm ith-  
McMillan fo rm
" (s) =  d" 6 { r a i  ' S i ' “ '
and define the p o le  p o ly n o m ia l  and  z e ro  p o ly n o m ia l  as
p{s) =  Ibi{s) Vv(s)
z ( s ) = e i ( s )  er (s)
respectively The roots o f p(s)  and z(s)  are called the poles and zeros, with their  
respective multiplicity , o fG ( s ) ,  respectively
T hen from E quation  ( 2  2  7) one can see th a t the pendulum  system  does no t have 
any zeros, and it  has four poles a t 5  =  0 , 5  =  - a ,  s =  —b and s = b It is therefore 
obvious th a t th is system  is unstab le  since a >  0  and b >  0
2 3 2 Input and Output Directions
D e f in i t io n  2  3 2  ( I n p u t  a n d  O u t p u t  Z e ro  D ir e c t io n s )  I f G ( s )  has a zero
at s =  z £  C then there exist non-zero vectors called the output zero direction
y z e  C / and the input zero direction u z e C m, such that y*zy z =  1 , u*uz — 1  and
y*zG{z)  =  0 , G {z)u z =  0 (2 3  1 )
where I is the number o f  outputs and m  is the number o f inputs  o f the system  
G(s)
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%D e f in i t io n  2  3 3 ( I n p u t  a n d  O u t p u t  P o le  D ir e c t io n s )  I f  G (s) has a pole 
a i 5  =  p € C  then there exist non-zero vectors called the output pole direction 
yp 6  C / and the input pole direction up 6  C m; such that ypyp =  1, u*up =  1  and
y*G{p) =  oo, G{p)up = oo (2 3 2)
where I is the number o f  outputs and m  is the number o f  inputs o f  the system  
G (s)
In the  next definitions the  linear tim e invarian t (LTI) system  m s ta te  space form
x  ~  A x  +  B u
y ~ C x  -b D u  
corresponding to  a m inim al realization is considered
D e f in i t io n  2  3 4 Let z be a zero o f G(s) Then
4 - z l  B
(2 3 3)
(2 3 4)
C  D
(2 3 5)
has a solution with u*uz =  1  where x t is the input zero state direction and u z is 
the input zero direction
D e f in i t io n  2  3 5 Let z  be a zero o f  G(s) Then
A - z I  B
C  D
=  0 (2 3 6 )
has a solution with y*yz =  1 } where x 0 is the output zero state direction and y z is 
the output zero direction
For m ore inform ation  regarding zeros, poles and th e ir  d irections see [11] and [12]
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Chapter 3
Youla Parameterization
T he Youla P aram eteriza tion  technique gives a sim ple and elegant solution to the 
problem  of describing the set of com pensators th a t stabilize a g n en  p lan t This 
set is a function of the so-called “Q ” param eter Q  =  Q (s), which is an arb itrary  
stab le  p roper transfer m atrix  of size m  x I where m  is the  num ber of inpu ts  
and I is the  num ber of o u tp u ts  of the  system  \ s  shown la ter the resu lt is 
extrem ely im p o rtan t since instead  of th ink ing  in term s of the  controller transfer 
m atrix  K ( s ), it is generalh  much b e tte r  to design Q(s)  H o\\e \er in order to 
find the set, a coprim e factorization  of the  m ultivariable p lan t is needed as well 
as a solution of the generalised Bezout identity M aciejowski [9, §6 ] and Tadeo et 
al [1 0 ]
T h e o r e m  3 0 1  ( T h e  Y o u la  P a r a m e te r i z a t i o n )  Let K 0 = h V - 1 = V ~ l L T 
be such that the generalised Bezout equation
U, - D r \  (  I  0 \  ,
(3 0 1)
V, Nr )  \ 0  I  j
holds For any Q  6  %oo (that is, fo r  any stable Q o f compatible d im ensions), 
define
X r -  Ui -  D rQ Yr =  Vi + NrQ  (3 0 2)
X { = Ur - Q D l Y i ^ V r + Q N t
Then K  =  Yl~1X i  = X rY .r “ 1  is a stabilizing controller fo r  the plant G =  N rD ~ l =
D f l Ni Furthermore ; any stabilizing controller has fractional representations as
m  Equation (3 0 2)
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As can be seen, solving the  generalised Bezout equation  plays an im p o rtan t role in 
the  Youla P aram eteriza tion  The next two sections show two possible procedures 
to  find a solution to th is equation
3.1 Solving the Generalised Bezout Equation - 
Approach 1
F ind ing  the  solution of the  Bezout equation  of a m ultivariable system  m ay not 
be an easy task In th is section a  solution of the  generalised Bezout equation  
is sought using the Sm ith-M cM illan form, which was discussed previously The 
procedure is dem onstra ted  w ith an exam ple, again the  inverted pendulum  is used
F irs t, s ta r t  w ith a coprim e factorization  of the  p lan t From E quation  (2 2  6 ) and 
finding a stab le  coprim e factorization  of A(5 ) ( 1  e An (s) and A¿(5 )) gives
and  L  1  is given in E quation  ( 2  2  5)
Sim ilarly, a left coprim e facto rization  of G(s)  can be found Again, from  Equa-
\ 0 J
where
0  j
(3 11)
(3 1 2 )
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tion (2 2 6) and finding a stable coprime factorization of A(s) yields,
G{s)  =  L
= L - l
f ( 1 Q \
V  ( s + i»)2 y  U  1
V O  I )
( s + a ) ( s + 6 j3
-  s(s-b) n  
(s+ b )2 U
0  1
V o
I
(s+ a)(5 + i> )3
0
-  D r lNt
where L  is given in E quation  ( 2  2  4)
A  =
s(s-b) n  
(s+a)2 U
0  1
(  s(s—b) s(s—b) \
k\b~(s-~a.)2 k2bz(s+a)2
and
N,
(3 13 )
(s+a)3(sJrb)
0
Now solve the  first Bezout equation N(Ui + DiVi = I  as follows Recall th a t
(3 14 )
D , =
s(s-b)
(s+a) 2 0
thus, let
h  =  L ~ l
0  1
Vi 0
0 Vr
(3 1 5;
and  Ui =  [Un Ul2\ Thus
I
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Notice th a t  now the elem ents of Ui and can be found by solving four scalar 
Bezout equations given in the equation above Sim ilarly, we can solve UTN T -f 
VrD r =  I  T he only problem  with th is approach  is th a t  some of the elem ents 
of some of the m atrices involved m the \o u la  param eteriza tion  m ay be im proper 
(see E quation  (3 1 3 ))  \ s  Tadeo said ([13]) “ el único problem a es que si
bien las m atrices de transferencia (N r D r etc) son causales (en el sentido que 
tiene menos ceros de transm isión que polos), no se asegura qua cada uno de 
sus com ponentes individuales sea causal 1 ( £ the only problem  is th a t, even 
though  the  transfer function m atrices (JVr D r, etc) are causal (in the sense th a t 
thev  have less transm ission zeros th an  poles), it canno t be assured th a t  every 
ind iv idual elem ent will be causal )
3.2 Solving the Generalised Bezout Equation - 
Approach 2
Because of th e  problem  found above, an a lte rna tive  approach  is needed Here the 
approach  used in N ett et al [14] is adop ted  In th is paper, the  au tho rs describe 
how to  find the  solution of the generalised Bezout equation  using a sta te-space  
rea liza tion  This involves constan t m atrices K  and  F  T he resu lt is as follows
T h e o r e m  3 2  1  Suppose G(s) = C { s l  -  /I) 1B  e  R lxm where A  G E n x n , 
B  G Knxm, C  G R lxn , {C 4) is detectable and  (A , B ) is stabihzable Select
K  €  Rmxn, F  €  Rnxi such that 4 -  B K  and A  — F C  are stable Define
N r =  C { s l  - A  +  B K ) ~ l B  D r =  I -  K { s I  -  A  +  B K ) ~ l B  
Ur =  K { s I - A  +  F C ) - l F  Vr =  I  +  K { s I - A  +  F C ) - l B  (3 2 1) 
Di =  I -  C { s l  -  .4 +  F C ) ~ l F  JV, =  C ( s l  -  A  +  F C ) ; l B  
Vi =  I  +  C ( s l  - A  + B K ) ~ l F  U, =  K ( s l  - A  +  B K ) ~ l F
Then
(l) all eight matrices described by (3 2 1 ) are stable 
(u) Dr and D\ are nonsmgular 
( m )  G =  NrD ; 1 = D ; lN t
( i v )  The transfer functions m (3 2 1) fulfill the generalized Bezout equation (3 0 1)
As can be seen, the  solution to the Bezout equation m ay not be unique and m 
th is case approach, there  are m an\ choices for the  m atrices K  and F  N ext this 
m ethod is applied  to the inverted pendulum
3.3 Generalized Bezout Equation of the Inverted 
Pendulum
In this section the  solution of the Bezout equation  of the  inverted  pendulum  
is found, so th a t  th e  Youla Param eteriza tion  of th is system  can be used sub­
sequently  T he approach  given m Section 3 2  is followed F irs t, the  controller 
canonical form  of the p lan t is obtained, which is m ore convenient to facilita te  the 
selection of the  m atrices K  and F
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3.3.1 State Space Realization of the Plant
Based on E quation  (2.2.3) the  controller canonical form of the  p lan t can be found, 
see M aciejowski [9, §2.5]. N otice th a t
s (s +  a) (s 2  -  b2) =  s 4 +  as 3  -  b2s2 -  ab2s. (3 .3 . 1 )
Thus the sta te-space  realization  of the p lan t of E quation  (2.1.24) is
x  = A x  +  B u  and y = C x  4 - D u  (3 .3 .2 )
where
A  =
C
/  0 1 0 0  \ /  0  \
0 0 1 0 R — 0
0 0 0 1
n  —
0
\  0 ab2 b2 - a  ) u /
( - -b2k { 0 k\ 0  1^ n __n
{ 0 0 - f c 0  J
1 D — U.
3.3.2 Design of a Stabilizing Controller for the Plant
Next, a t least one stab iliz ing  controller is needed. Thus in th is section a gain 
m atrix , K , is designed such th a t  the  m atrix  [ A -  B K )  is stable. F irs t notice th a t  
for a sing le-input system  in controller canonical form, as in E quation  (3.3.2),
0  ^ /  0  0  .... 0 \
B K  =
0
(k n kn—i • • * 0  =
j ’•
0  0 0
1  / y k 4 kn—i . k x /
Thus for the  system  described by E quation  (3.3.2) one ob tains
/  0 1 0 0 \
0 0 1 0  
0 0 0 1
\  - k 4 (ab2 - k z) (b2 - k 2) { - a  -  ki) )
A r = A - B K  = (3.3.3)
Hence, the  gains k 2, . . .  are sim ply “added” to the  coefficients of the  open-loop 
m atrix  .4 to  give the closed-loop m atrix  .4C, [15]. Thus, for a  single-input system  
in the controller canonical form, the  gain m atrix  elem ents are given by
—ai -  ^  =  —àj or ki — üi cii (3.3.4)
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where the  a ,’s are th e  coefficients of the open-loop characteristic  polynom ial 
(o 1  c p) and the ax’s are the  coefficients of the desired closed-loop characteristic  
polynom ial (c 1 c p), 1  e sn +  â i s n" l +  - fà n Therefore, for th is system , it is nec­
essary to  define the  desired closed-loop characteristic  polynom ial In order to  re­
duce the  order of the  tran sfer functions g n e n  in Theorem  3  2  1  (see R em ark 3 3 1  
below), the  desired pole locations are chosen a s s  =  - a ,  s =  - a ,  s =  —&, s =  - 6  
T hen, the  c 1 c p is
( 5  "b tt)^(s +  b)2 =  S4 -|- QiS^ +  “f" ^ 3 ^ Û4
Thus, it follows th a t  â\  =  17 594 ,a 2  =  113 81, a 3  =  320 42 and a 4 =  331 6 8  
The coefficients of the  open-loop characteristic  polynom ial are a x =  3 3333 a2 =  
—29 851, Û3  =  —99 503 and a 4 =  0 (see E quations (2 1  25) and  (3 3 1 )) T hen 
the  coefficients of the  gam  m atrix  K  can be obtained  as follows
*! =  Ô! -  a i =  17 594 -  3 3333 =  14 261
k2 = a2 - a 2 =  113 81 -  ( -2 9  851) =  143 6 6
k 3 =  â 3  -  a 3  =  320 42 -  ( -9 9  503) =  419 92
fc4 =  a 4  -  a 4  =  331 6 8  -  0 =  331 6 8
and then  the gain  m atrix , K  =  [A4 fc3  k2 &i], is given by
K  =  [331 6 8  419 92 143 6 6  14 261] (3 3 5)
Now a m atrix  F  need to  be designed such th a t  ( 4 -  F C )  is stab le
3 3 3 Design of an Observer for the Plant
The fact th a t  th e  system  has one inpu t ( 1  e the m atrix  B  has one colum n) makes 
the  design of the contro ller K  relatively easy However, the  selection of the  m atrix  
F  is m ore difficult, since th e  design of the observer involves the  m atrix  C  which 
has two rows ( 1  e the  system  has two ou tpu ts) Thus, the  observer problem  m ust 
be solved, which is equivalent to find a m atrix  F  such th a t  (A  -  F C)  is stab le  
The form  of the observer selected is
x  =  A x  4- B u  +  F y  (3 3 6)
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swhere u  and y  are the  in p u t and the  o u tp u t respectively T he m atrices A, B  and 
F  have to  be selected in a wav th a t  the  error
e =  x  — x (3 3 7)
is acceptably  sm all T hen  using E quations (3 3 2), (3 3 6 ) and (3 3 7) gives 
e = x  -  x  =  [A x  +  B u ) — [A x  +  B u  +  F y )  = A x  + B u  -  A ( x  -  e) -  B u  — F C x
and thus
e =  A e  + (A  -  4 -  F C ) x  +  (B  -  B ) u (3 3 8 )
Now, it is desired th a t  th e  erro r goes to zero asym ptotically , independent of x  and  
u, therefore the coefficients of x  and u  m ust be zero and 4 m ust be the dynam ic 
m atrix  of a stab le  s \s te m  Thus
A  = A - F C (3 3 9)
and
B  = B (3 3 10)
Notice th a t  ,4, B  and C  are known m atrices therefore it is onlv needed to  design 
F  Now if E quations (3 3 9) and (3 3 10) are satisfied then  E quation  (3 3 8 ) 
becomes
e — Ae
The only th ing  left is to  m ake the  m atrix  A  = A  — F C  s tab le  It is known th a t  
every eigenvalue of 4^ can be located  a t any desired location  w hatsoever if the 
m atrix
C  
C A
C ( A ) n~ l
has full colum n rank  n, l e if the  system  is observable Recall th a t  A  and A  are 
n  x n  m atrices, F  is n  x m  and C  is m  x n  R em em ber also th a t  the eigenvalues 
of A  are th e  solution to  th e  equation  \XIn -  A\ =  0 and th a t  the o 1 c p is equal
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c 1 c p =  |A/„ -  ? | =  0  
=» |AJ„ -  A  +  F C \  =  0 
=► |A/„ -  4| |/„ + (A/„ -  A Y l F C \  = 0 
=> a (A )|/„  +  (A/„ -  \ ) ~ l F C \  =  0
\
where a(A) is the  open loop characteristic  polynom ial evaluated a t A Now let 
the  n  x n  m atrix
$(A) = (A/„ -  i4)_1 (3 3 11)
and using the fact th a t  |I n +  $ ( \ ) F C \  =  \In 4 - C $ (A )F | yields
c 1 c p — a(X)\Im +  C $ { \ ) F \  =  0  (3 3 1 2 )
Hence a m atrix  F  needs to  be chosen such th a t \Im +  C $ ( \ ) F \  =  0 for each 
desired eigenvalue Xt w ith  % — 1 , ,n  or equivalently, such th a t  the  m atrix  
I m + C $ ( s ) F  is singular for each desired A: Thus the idea is to make one row of 
the m atrix  C $ ( \ t) F  equal to  the  negative of the  corresponding row of the  identity 
m atrix  I m T h a t is, it is desired th a t  ro\\k (C $ (X t)F ) =  —row ¿(/m), where row^Q 
stands for the  k-th  row of a m atrix  Notice th a t in th is way one row of the m atrix  
I m +  C $ ( \ ) F  is equaled to  zero which makes th is m atrix  singular It is known 
th a t if O  has full colum n rank, n  lin earh  independent rows can be selected from 
the  rows of C $(A ) =  C (X I  — / I ) “ 1  (or its derivatives if necessary when repea ted  
eigenvalues are desired) for each desired A* Therefore E quation  (3 3 1 2 ) can be 
m ade zero for n  specified eigenvalues At bv requiring
to \s l -  j4|, where | | stands for the determinant of a matrix That is
row *(C $(A ,)F ) =  -ro w /t(Jm) or -^•rowfc(C $ (A )F )
a \
F  = 0T (3 3 13)
A=A,
where 0 T is the  1 x m  zero row vector Using one equation like E quation  (3 3  13) 
for each desired eigenvalue and defining the n x  n  non-sm gular m atrix
TO\Vj(C<f>(Xi)F)
Gr —
ro w *(C $ (A „) f ’)
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and le ttin g  be the n  x m  m atrix  whose rows are e ither row (/m) or 0 T, leads to
G CF  = - 3 C
(3 3 14)
Now for th e  system  described by E quations ( 2  1  25) and  (3 3 2 ), and using E qua­
tion  (3 3 12) gives
*(A) =
and thus
* ( A )  =
I  
A 
0
0
V 0
where
(  A - 1 0 0
0 A - 1 0
0 0 A - 1
^ 0 —ab2 - b 2 A +  a
- l
T ^ ( H ' +  ab2) 
xvx
v^(A  +  a) 
iv (^  +  a ) 
+  a )
(W +  ab2)
ab2
M b 2^  + ab2) % )
W  =  A3  +  aX2  -  b2 X -  ab2
J -  \
W A ' 
J_
W
A.
2  
w
(3 3 15)
It is desired to  locate the eigenvalues a t s =  —a, 5  — —a, s — —b and s =  — 6  
Since there  are repeated  poles the derivative of $(A) is needed Thus using 
E quations (3 3 12), (3 3 13) and (3 3 14) a m atrix  F  which locates the eigenvalues 
of A  — F C  a t  the desired positions is ob tained  T his F  is as follows
F  = -
(  - 0  026791 - 0  0098232 \  
- 0  055464 - 0  05367
- 0  30303 - 0  29323
V - 1  6556 - 1  6021 /
(3 3 16)
Now the  solution of the generalized B ezout equation  can be found
3 3 4 Solution of the Generalized Bezout Equation
Now th e  stab iliz ing  controller, K } and the  observer, F ,  can be used together w ith 
T heorem  3 2  1  to find a solution of the G eneralized B ezout equation Using the 
equations given in the theorem  yields
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iVr =
(  *1(3- 6)
(s+6)(s+a)2
— k7S2 
\ (5 + 6 )2(5+ a ) 2
(3 3 17)
D r =
s(s  — b)
(s +  6 )(s +  a)
(3 3 18)
tt   (  —99 3201(s+0 1852) —51 7069 A
u r -  y (s+b)(s+a) (s+a) / (3 3 19)
Vr =
>2 +  23 063 +  239 8) 
(s +  b)(s +  a)
(3 3 20)
and
 a _____
{s+b)(s+a)
N i =  | | (3 3 21)
 d S i____
(s-*-6)(s+a)
(3 3 22)
s~b
(s+b)(s+a) s+a
j j    ( —99 3201(s—0 3036) —90 7685 \  f n  o
U l "  {  (s+b)(s+a) (s+b)(s+a) )  ^  6
v,
(s+16)($2+ l  594.S+88 31) 998 4483
(s+f>)(s+a)2 (s+6)(.s+a)2
9 09Q9(s+26 31)(s-3  854)(s+0 5986) (g-1  281)(s+0 4653)(s2+27 21s+339 4)
\  (3+b)2(s+a)2 (s+a)2(s+6)2
(3 3 24)
R e m a r k  3 3 1  Notice that the matrices K  and F ,  were chosen m  order to locate 
the eigenvalues o f  the matrices A  — B K  and  4 — F C  at s = —a and s = —b 
This was done to place the poles o f  the transfer matrices (3 3 17)-(3 3 24) at these 
locations These pole locations were chosen because m  this way more cancellations 
between poles and zeros are obtained, which reduces the order o f these transfer  
matrices
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R e m a r k  3  3  2  The observer F  was designed m  the way explained in Section 3 3 3 
because this procedure makes the matrix  Di lower triangular, see Equation (3 3 22) 
For other methods fo r  designing observers see Kailath [15]
Now th a t the  solution of the  generalized Bezout equation has been found, the 
set of all stab iliz ing  controllers for the pendulum  is easily ob tained  T h a t set is 
given by E quation  (3 0 2) (Theorem  3 0 1) Notice th a t  the  set depends on the 
pa ram ete r Q
One way [16] to  choose th is  param eter is by finding the  optim al Q which m inim izes 
the  two norm  of y / \W sS \ 2 +  |W tT \2, where W s and W t are w eighting functions and 
S  and T  are the  sensitiv ity  and com plem entary sensitiv ity  functions respectively 
This approach  is discussed la te r
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Chapter 4 
One-Loop-at-a-Time Method - 
Approach 1
In m ultivariable contro ller design it is possible m some cases, to group some 
inputs and o u tp u ts  so th a t  the  system  can be seen as a collection of several SISO 
loops This m ay be done when the  in teraction  between the  two loops is relatively 
low
This chapter deals w ith  the  design of controllers using th is approach T he m ethod 
is illu stra ted  by using a design exam ple Again the inverted pendulum  svstem  is 
taken to describe the  approach  Therefore a one-loop-at-a-tim e m ethod  is used 
to design a controller for th is p lan t T h a t is, SISO controllers are designed for 
each ou tpu t, (i e angle of the  pendulum  and position  of the  cart)
4.1 Controller Design
The steps taken to  design a controller for the inverted pendu lum  using th is ap ­
proach are explained nex t Recall th a t the m odel of the  system  is given by 
E quations (2 1  24) and (2 1 25)
The pendulum  system  has one inpu t and two o u tp u ts  Therefore, two controllers 
need to be designed, one for the angu lar ro ta tion  of the  pendulum , </>(i), and one 
for the d isplacem ent of th e  carriage, d(t) The com m and m ust only be followed 
by the  d isplacem ent, since the  angle of the pendulum  should be ideally a t zero
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degrees (upright position) and the  goal is to control the position  of the cart The 
general idea is to in troduce a feedback system  as shown in F igure 4 1
Figure 4 1  Feedback system
4 11 Controller Design for the Angular Rotation
For th is p a rt of the system , a controller H 2(s), for the p lan t G 2(s) (see E qua­
tion  (2 1 24)) m ust be designed, th a t  is, to im plem ent the controller for the angle 
One way to  do th is is by using the root locus m ethod  which is a plot of the  poles 
of the closed loop transfer function as the  constan t gam  of a g n e n  controller is 
varied The characteristic  equation of the closed loop is
1  +  k G 2(s )H 2(s) =  0
where k  varies from 0 to  oo The system  is stab le  when all the poles lie in the 
O L H P for a specific gam  k  The root locus of the p lan t G 2 is shown in Figure 4 2
Clearly, the  p lan t is unstab le  for any k  (l e there  is always a po rtion  of the  roo t 
locus in th e  R H P) Now, a controller has to  be designed m order to  make the 
system  stab le  F irst, a first order controller w ith  a  negative gam  is tried  T h a t is, 
an unstab le  pole is placed betw een the  zero a t th e  origin and the unstab le  pole, 
and  ano th er zero is placed m the LH P to  a t t r a c t  the  two unstab le  poles tow ards 
the  LH P In th is case th is zero is cancelling the  pole a t a =  — 3 33 F igure 4 3 
shows the  new root locus
It can be noticed m th is figure th a t  a po rtion  of the  p lo t is always m the RHP, 
which indicates th a t  the system  is still unstab le  So we need to  place ano ther
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- 0 2  *
Figure 4 2  R oot locus of the angu lar ro ta tion , G 2  w ithou t controller
Real Axis
Figure 4 3 R oot locus w ith  ano th er unstab le  pole
(stable) pole-zero pair so th a t  the new roo t locus is pulled into the LH P In th is 
case, the  p lan t pole a t b — - 5  46 is being cancelled by the  new zero The new 
roo t locus is shown in F igure 4 4 A sufficiently large gain, k 7 is chosen from  the
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plot in order to place all the closed-loop poles in the LHP
Rea] Axis
Figure 4 4 Root locus w ith the  new pole-zero pair
In th is controller, a pole was placed a t -5 0 , which is n o t shown in F igure 4 4 
T he transfer function for the controller H 2{s) is,
H n )
(s 4- qO) (s — 2)
where k  =  —400 wras chosen in order to get an  ap p rop ria te  trade-off between 
tran s ien t response and robustness
For th is controller the gam  and phase m argins are good as well as the  sensitiv ity  
and  com plem entary  sensitivitv functions As can be seen in F igure 4 6  the  system  
has good s ta b ility  m argins The sensitiv ity  and com plem entary  sensitiv ity  are 
shown m  F igure  4 7
As was said  earlier, the  gam k  is chosen w ith the  perform ance of the system  in 
m ind  A sm aller gain would h a ^  given a system  w ith  faster response b u t w ith 
little  robustness, whereas a larger gam  would have given a robust system  w ith a 
slower response Now th a t  a controller was designed for th e  angu lar ro ta tion , the  
controller for th e  displacem ent m ust be designed
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Step Response
From UO)
Figure 4 5 Step response of the angle control system
Bode Diagrams
Gm=-iO 145 dB (at 3 3306 rad/sec) Pm=69 199 deg (at 23 253 rad/sec)
Frequency (rad/sec)
Figure 4 6  Bode diagram  of the  angle control system  
4 12 Controller Design for the Displacement
It can be seen from  Figure 4 1  th a t  the design of the  controller for the  displace­
m ent, H i, depends on the  displacem ent and the angle tran sfer functions, as well
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Sensitivity function
Frequency (rad/sec)
Complementary sensitivity function
Frequency (rad/sec)
Figure 4 7 Sensitivity functions of the  angle control system
as on H 2 This m eans th a t  the stab ilization  of the angle has to be taken into 
account when designing a stabilizing controller for the  displacem ent ra th e r th an  
designing a contro ller for only G\  In order to do this, the eq u n a len t p lan t which 
is seen by th e  controller H \  has to be found It is clear from  Figure 4 1  th a t
d = uG\{s)  (4 1  2 )
<j> -  uG2{s) (4 1  3)
u = ui -  o H 2 ( s ) (4 1  4)
S u b stitu tin g  E quation  (4 1  3) in to  E quation  (4 1  4) g i\es
u  1
U\ 1  +  G 2H 2
(4 1 5 )
S u b stitu tin g  E quation  (4 1  5) in to  E quation  (4 1  2) gives the  transfer function for 
the  equivalent p lan t,
G e q { s )  ~  U l  “  1 + % H ,  ( 4  1 6 )
Notice, from  E quation  (4 1 6 ) , th a t any unstab le  pole m the  angle svstem  (G2 or 
H 2) tu rn s  in to  a non-m inim um  phase zero of the  e q u n a le n t p lan t and, clearlv,
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any non-m inim um  phase zero or unstable pole m G\  becomes a R H P zero or pole 
respectively, of the  equivalent p lan t The control system  for the  d isplacem ent is 
shown in Figure 4 8 E quations (2 1  24) (2 1  25) and (4 1  1) are su b s titu te d  into
F igure 4 8  Equivalent control svstem  for the  displacem ent
E quation  (4 1 6 ) , to  o b ta in  the transfer function for the equivalent p lan t, G eq
l l ( s  +  5 0 0 ) ( s - 6 ) ( s - 2 )  
s(s  +  475 l ) ( s  +  16 ( l ) ( s  ~b fl)(s +  0 6 8 8 )
/ x i  / M 7 i
G eq\S) =  , A goo\ ( 4 1 0
T he sam e procedure used for designing the controller for the angle is used to 
design th is  controller O ne possible controller is
„  _  35(s +  a)(s  +  0 6 8 8 8 )
s ' ~  (s +  20)(s +  25) ( 4 1 8 )
The step  response th e  bode plot and the sensitivity and com plem entary  sensi­
tiv ity  functions are shown in Figures 4 9 4 1 0 , and 4 1 1  respectively
4.2 Discussion
W ith  the above controller, (H u  H 2) the linear system  has acceptab le  stability  
m argins, b u t it is no t fast enough, m the sense th a t  around  8  seconds for the 
se ttling  of the linear m odel of the pendulum  is too much, it m ay led to  instability 
of the real system  It would be desirable if it could be se ttled  in less th an  5 
seconds A im ing for a fast and robust closed-loop system  is no t easy w ith this 
p lan t In fact, th is controller cannot stabilize the real p lan t T hus m ore insight 
ab o u t the  system  is required  m order to improve the  perform ance as much as 
possible T h a t is why in the  next chapter lim ita tions th a t  exist in th is  system  
and in m any o th er system s are investigated T hen, the  approach  stud ied  m this 
chap ter is fu rther discussed m C hap ter 6
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Step Response
From U(1)
Time (sec)
Figure 4 9 S tep  response of the displacem ent svstem
Bode Diagrams
Gm=8 4957 dB (at 2 2497 rad/sec) Pm=64 024 deg (at 0 55214 rad/sec)
Frequency (rad/sec)
Figure 4 1 0  Bode d iagram  of the d isplacem ent system
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Sensitivity function
Complementary sensitivrty function
Frequency (rad/sec)
Figure 4 1 1  Sensitiv ity  functions of the  d isplacem ent system
►
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Chapter 5
Fundamental Limitations - SISO
case
Before s ta r tin g  to  design an \ controller for any system , it is im p o rtan t to be 
aware of factors th a t  lim it the achievable perform ance \ s  we saw m the previous 
chapter, the  p lan t is unstab le  1 e the  transfer function  has a pole in the  R H P 
and ano ther on the imaginary axis Nowadays it is known th a t  R H P poles and 
R H P zeros make the control design problem  m ore difficult, [17], [18], [19], [20] 
In this chap ter some lim ita tions th a t  applv  to  SISO system s are discussed F irst 
som e basic resu lts abou t linear SISO system s are given
5.1 Some Facts About SISO Systems
T he results given m th is section are used in la te r  sections and chapters T hev  are 
based on the  definition of the  Laplace transform
D e f in i t io n  5 1 1  ( L a p la c e - t r a n s fo r m )  The Laplace transform is defined as
poo
£ { y ( t ) }  =  Y ( s ) =  y ( t ) e - s tdt
Jo
The transform is well defined if  there exists a  G R  and a positive constant k < oo 
such that
|y(t)j < k e at V t > 0 
The region 7 l{ s }  > a  is known as the region o f  convergence
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L e m m a  5 1 1  ( G o o d w in  e t  a l  [16], p p  8 1 ) Let H (s )  be a strictly proper  
func t ion  o f  Laplace variable s with region o f  convergence >  - a  Then fo r  
any z0 such that 7£{s} >  —ot} we have
fJo
h(t)e  Zot dt — lim  H (s) (5 1 1 )
Proof  This is easily proved by using the  definition of the  Laplace-transform , [16]
□
Consider the s tan d ard  feedback control loop shown in F igure 5 1
L e m m a  5 1 2  ( I n t e r p o la t i o n  C o n s t r a in t s )  Let z0 and p0 be a closed right- 
half plane (C R H P ) zero and a C R H P  pole, respectively, o f  the plant G(s) Then  
fo r  the sensitivity function, S (s ) ,  and complementary sensitivity function, T ( s ) ,  
we have
andS(z„)  =  1  
T { z a) =  0
where
S { B )  ’  t t t m
and L(s) = G (s)C (s)
and
and
S{p0) =  0 
T(po) =  1
T[s) =
U  1 +  1 ( 5 )
(5 1 2 ) 
(5 1 3 )
(5 1 4 )
Proof  Since C R H P poles and zeros cannot be canceled they  have to ap p ear m 
the  loop gam , L(s)  T he results follow from  the  definition of S(s)  and  T (s ), 
E quation  (5 1 4) and the  definition of poles and  zeros □
— o C(s) G(s) o
Figure 5 1  C ontrol loop
A resu lt sim ilar to the next two lem m as is given in M iddleton [20], for b o th  the 
continuous and the d iscrete case
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Lemma 5 1 3  ( “U nstable” open loop pole) Let eTT(t) and y(t)  denote the 
responses fo r  a unit step at the command input  ( r ( i ) ) ? and suppose there is an 
open loop C R H P  pole at s  =  p Then fo r  any stable closed loop system
poc
/  err(t)e~pt dt  =  0  (5 15 )
J  o
/•co
/  y(t)e  pt d t ~  -  (5 1 6 )
Jo P
and
Proof  Let E rr(s) and R (s )  be the Laplace-transform s of err( t) and r ( i) , respec­
tively Since r ( t)  is a un it step  it follows th a t R (s )  =  ~ T hen
E rr(s ) =  S (s )R ( s )  =  ^
s
Since th e  closed loop is stab le  5  — p is in the region of convergence 7Z{s} of E rr 
th en  using Lem m a 5 1 1  gives
S (s )POO
/  err(t)e~pt dt =  h m  E rr(s) =  lim  
Jo
S ( p )
P
and E quation  (5 1 5)can be obtained from  Lem m a 5 1 2  and E quation  (5 1 2) 
To prove E quation  (5 1  6 ) notice th a t
T (s )
Y( s )  = T (s )R (s )
s
A gain by L em m a 5 1 1
f  y ( t )e~ pt dt =  lim  Y (5) — lim 
Jo S~>P S^p s
=  —  =  -  (bv Lem m a 5 1 2 , E quation  (5 1 3 ))
P P
□
Lemma 5 1 4  ( “Non-mimmum phase” zero) Let eTT(t) a n d y ( t )  denote the 
responses fo r  r (t)  being a unit step and suppose there is an open loop C R H P  zero 
at s =  Zq Then fo r  any stable closed loop system
err( t)e~zot dt  =  — (5 18 )
zo
Proof  As for Lem m a 5 1 3  except th a t  S ( z 0) =  1  and T ( zq) =  0 □
R e m a r k  5 1 1  Since e~pt is positive, it can be concluded from  Equation ( 5 1 5 )  
that any C R H P  pole m ust produce a change m  sign m  the error signal, which 
implies that the output, y ( t ) ,  m ust overshoot Furthermore, fo r  a large C R H P  
pole, the exponential function  decays fast relative to the settling time o f  the closed- 
loop Hence, it is necessary that the error has a large negative value a n d /o r  the 
error changes sign rapidly at the beginning o f the transient so that the weighted 
integral o f the error is zero Hence it can be argued that C R H P  poles with a large 
magnitude are more difficult to control than C R H P poles with a small magnitude
R e m a r k  5 1 2  On the other hand, fo r  a system  with an open-loop C R H P zero 
one can see, from  Equation (5 1  8), that fo r  a step input, the error need not 
change sign, but fo r  a small z0 the integral o f the error will be large and positive 
Moreover, from  Equation (5 1 7) it is obvious that the output m ust undershoot 
Hence, large C R H P  zeros are more difficult to control than small C R H P zeros
Following these rem arks it can be seen th a t  C R H P poles and zeros im pose fun­
dam en ta l lim ita tions on the achievable perform ance of the  closed-loop function 
N ext fundam enta l lim ita tions for b o th  the  tim e and the  frequency dom ain are 
discussed
5.2 Time Domain Limitations
In th is section, it is shown how R H P poles and zeros im pose restric tions on the 
desired tran sien t response of the closed-loop system  T he following results are 
sim ilar to  those given in M iddleton [2 0 ]
and
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Lemma 5 2 1 (M iddleton [20], Rise time, overshoot and real RHP  
poles)
(a) A stable unit  feedback system which has a real open loop R H P  pole, m ust  
have overshoot in its step response
(b) The am oun t o f  overshoot is related to the rise time and the location o f  the 
R H P  pole, p , as follows Define the rise time, t r , as
*r = sup j r  y(t)  < y fo r  t e [o,r] j  (521)
Then7 the overshoot,
Vos =  s u p { -e rr(i)} (5 2 2)
i
satisfies
Vos > 4 -  [(ptr -  l ) e pU +  1] (5 2 3)
p tr
Proof
(a) Since e~pt > 0, then  it can be seen from E quation  5 1 5  th a t  any open-loop
R H P pole m ust produce a change m sign m the erro r and hence overshoot
(b) From the  rise tim e definition one can see th a t
err ( t ) > ( l  — ^ )  t  £ [0, i r ] (5 2 4)
Lsm g Lem m a 5 1 3 , E quation  (5 1  5) we h a \e  th a t
poo
/  err(t)e~pt dt =  0
J  o
p t r  /»OO
=> / eTT(t)e~pt dt -f- /  err(t)e~pt dt =  0
J  0 J t r
=> 0 > J ^ 1  -  ^  e~pt + err{t)e~pi dt  (by Eq (5 2  4))
=> Vos ]  e - pt dt  > j f  r ( l  -  l-'J e - pt dt  (by Eq (5 2 2))
Vos >  -  [{ptr -  l)e ptr +  l ]
p tr
□
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(a) A stable closed loop system  which has a real R H P  open loop zero m ust have 
undershoot m  its step response
(b) The am oun t o f  undershoot is related to the settling time and the location of  
the R H P  zero, z, as follows Define the settling t im e , t S) as
t s =  in f { T  y(t)  > (1 -  ¿) fo r  t € [T, oo] and  5 <  1} (5 2 5)
Lemma 5 2 2 (Settling time, undershoot and real RHP zeros)
Then, the undershoot,
satisfies
yus =  sup{—y(i)}  (5 2 6 )
i
2 __
Vus >  -T 7 7 ------7  ( 5 2 “ )e~zts — 1
Proof
(a) Recall th a t  e~zt >  0 Then it can be seen from  E quation  5 1 7  th a t  for an 
open-loop R H P zero the response to a step  change in the  set-po in t m ust 
produce a  change in sign on the  ou tp u t, which im plies undershoot
(b) (S im ilar to  Lem m a 5 2  1 ) From  E quation  5 1 7  follows th a t
pts poo
/  y{t)e~zt dt +  /  y ( t )e~ zi dt =  0
Jo Jts
pta poo
= > 0 >  y (t)e~ zi dt  +  ( 1  -  S) /  e~zt dt  (by Eq (5 2 5))
Jo J t3
and using E quation  (5 2  6 ) we ob tain
=> ( 1  — 5) f e~zt dt  <  -  f  y ( t )e~ zt dt  <  y us f  e~zt dt 
J ts Jo Jo
^  l ~ S 
^  Vus ^
ezta -  1
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R e m a r k  5 2 1  I f  p tr >  1, then it can be seen from  Equation 5 2 3 that yos >  
eptr Thus two conclusions can be drawn from this The first conclusion is that i f  
the plant has an unstable pole then a fast response is desirable (i e tT small) m  
order to avoid large overshoots The second conclusion is that i f  the unstable pole 
is fas t  (i e p ^>  0) then the transient response o f the close-loop system  has to be 
fa s t  (i e t T small) in order to avoid large overshoots In  summary, R H P  poles in  
the open loop system dem and a fa s t  closed-loop response
R e m a r k  5  2  2  Sim ilar conclusions can be drawn for  R H P  zeros using Equa­
tion 5 2 7 Notice the trade-off between slow R H P  zeros and the settling time  
t s A system  with a slow R H P  zero tends to have a large undershoot unless the 
settling time is very large, i e a slow response o f  the closed-loop system
5.3 Frequency Domain Limitations
As explained in the previous section, R H P poles and zeros im pose fundam en ta l 
lim ita tions on the closed-loop response In this section, lim ita tions im posed m 
a frequency dom ain sense are s tud ied  There are different results concerning 
lim ita tions from a frequency dom ain  point of view [20], [2 1 ] [1 2 ], [17] The 
results shown here are based on those g n en  in [17] since they are easier to apply 
and conclusions are easier to  draw  In [17], A strom  investigates the  general 
restric tions th a t R H P poles and zeros impose when designing a controller It also 
shows restrictions on possible gam  crossover frequencies
One wav to assess the crossover frequencies th a t can be achieved for a given system  
is the  so-called crossover frequency inequality , [17, Section 4] T he achievable 
bandw id th  is characterized  by the  gam  crossover frequency w gc The crossover 
frequency inequality  is
7T
a rg Pnmp{j'Wgc) — — /l “b (Pm (5 3 l)
where <pm is the desired phase m argin  m radians, 7]gc is the  slope of the  m inim um  
phase transfer function a t the  crossover frequency vugc, and th e  p lan t m ust be
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P(s)  =  Pmp{s)Pnmp{s),
where P mp is the m inim um  phase p a rt and Pnmp is the non-m inim um  phase p a rt 
T he factorization m ust be norm alized m such a way th a t |P nmp(jii;)| =  1  and the 
sign is chosen so th a t  P nmp has negative phase For exam ple, for a system  w ith a 
R H P pole the  non-m inim um  phase p a rt is thus
W » )  =  —s — p
where p  >  0 Notice th a t
j w  +  p —w + j p
factored as
Pnmpijw) —
j w - p  - w - j p
T hen the  m agnitude  is \Pnmp(jw)\ =  1  and a r g P nmp =  - 2 arc tan  ^  Therefore, 
the  m agnitude is 1 and the  phase is negative It follows form  the  crossover 
frequency inequality  th a t
P  7T
2  a rc tan  —  >  - t t  -f ^  -  nQC~  = - 2 a
WgC 2
where a  = |  -  ^  -f Tjgc\  Hence
PUJnr ^
gc tan  a
T his shows again th a t  R H P poles im pose a lower bound on the  achievable b an d ­
w idth  T his conclusion confirms the results s ta te d  in R em ark  5  2 1  It can also 
be shown th a t  R H P zeros im pose an upper bound  on the achievable bandw id th  
In the next section, th e  crossover frequency inequality  is applied  to  the  inverted 
pendulum , giving some conclusions ab o u t the effect of R H P poles and zeros on 
the  achievable bandw id ths of th is system
5.4 Limitations and the Inverted Pendulum
As discussed m C h ap te r 4, the design of controllers for the  pendulum  system , 
following the  procedure described in th a t chap ter, has to  deal w ith  unstab le
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poles and R H P zeros These R H P poles and zeros im pose restric tions on the final 
closed-loop system  N ext the lim ita tions th a t exist on the  design of controllers 
for each loop is described
5.4 1 Limitations of the Angular Rotation
Recall from E quation  (2 1 24) th a t  the  transfer function of the  p lan t is
- k 2s
G-:
(s +  a) ( 5  +  6) ( 5  -  b)
I t is w orth m entioning th a t  th is  p lan t, G 2 (s) cannot be stab ilized  by any stab le  
controller due to the zero a t the origin and the R H P pole, see [22] T his can be 
seen from  the root locus of the p lan t shown in F igure 4 2 since the R H P pole 
cannot be moved into the  LHP by changing the gain of a n \ stable controller 
A negative gam would move the R H P pole tow ards the zero a t the origin and 
a positive gam would move the  pole tow ards mfinitv Hence, m e ither case we 
would alwavs have a closed-loop pole in the RH P
Now the lim ita tions of th is p lan t are analv zed Following the  crossover frequency 
inequality, E quation  (5 3 1), the p lan t m ust be factored as
n  — n  n  (  \  ( s + b
^ 2  —  {^ 2m p [^ 2nm p 2
\ { s  +  a) (s +  b ) )  \ s - b
For the non-m im m um  phase, one obtains
j w  + b - w  + j b
^ 2 n m p \3 'w ) ~~ u — iJW -  b —W -  jb
and
arg  G 2nm p0w ) =  —2 a rc tan  —
w
It follows from  the crossover frequency inequality, E quation  (5 3 1), th a t
where
Wgc > — (5 4 1) 
t a n a
7T ( f i m 7T
a _  2 2 9C4
A R H P pole thus gives a lower bound on the  crossover frequency For svstem s w ith 
unstab le poles the  bandw id th  m ust be sufficiently large T he range of achievable 
bandw idths is decreased w ith increasing frequency of the  pole It is thus more 
difficult to  control fast unstab le  poles th an  slow unstab le poles
Choosing a controller th a t  gives an rjgc — - 1  or - 2 0 d B /d e c  (which is com m on 
for s tab ility  reasons) for the  com pensated m inim um  phase p a rt, G 2mp#2> and the 
phase m argin, <pm is chosen to  be 45deg  (<pm =  tt/4 ), hence
Wgc ~  tan  f ’
Using the values in E quation  (2 1 25) gives
^gc >  13 19 rad /sec
I t can be seen from  Figure 4 6 th a t  the  bandw id th  for the  angle control is indeed 
larger th an  th is lower bound
5.4.2 Limitations of the Displacement
N ext the  fundam ental lim ita tions which apply  to  the  second control loop, the 
displacem ent, are considered As it is know, the com pensato r for the displacem ent 
is designed looking a t the  equivalent p lan t G e<7, E quation  (4 1 7)
=  l l ( s  +  50)(s — b)(s — 2)
U  $(s +  475 1 ){s +  16 71)(s +  a ) ( 5  +  0 688)
T he p lan t m ust be factored  as
G G mpG nmp 
11(5 -h 50)(s -f b)(s +  2) \  /  (—s 4- b)(—s +  2)
5 ( 5  +  475 l ) ( 5  -f 16 71)(s -f a)(s  +  0 688) J  \  ( 5  +  b)(s  4* 2)
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It follows for the non-minimum phase part that
r  , S {Zl -  jw){z2 -  jw)
(zi + j w )(z2 + j w )
where Z \ ~ b  and z 2 — 2, so
w w
ar g G nmp(jUj) =  - 2  a r c ta n  2 a rc ta n  —
Z\ z2
I t follows from  the  crossover frequency inequality, E quation  (5 3 1), th a t
w « W 7T—2 a r c ta n  2 arc tan  — > - t t  +  (pm — r)g c -
I3w2gc +  wgc(zx +  z2) -  3 z xz2 <  0 
where /? =  ta n  ( f  -  ^  +  i?9Cf )
Choosing a controller th a t  gives an qgc =  - 1  or - 2 0  d B /d ec  for the com pensated 
m inim um  phase p a rt, G mpH \  and the phase m argin, <pm, is chosen to be 45deg 
(cpm — th is yields
wgc < 0 58729 rad /sec
U nstab le zeros thus give an upper bound on the crossover frequency Slow R H P 
zeros are thus m ore difficult to control than  fast R H P  zeros
5.5 Discussion
L im ita tions im posed by unstab le poles and R H P zeros were stud ied  in th is chap­
te r  Thus, it is im p o rtan t to  be aware of how well a system  can be controlled 
m term s of some perform ance requirem ents, 1 e bandw id ths, se ttling  tim e, rise 
tim e, etc System s w ith R H P poles and zeros are, by n a tu re  m ore difficult to 
control
From  Figures 4 5 and 4 9 one can see the m ost no ticeable characteristic  of the  
R H P zeros F igure 4 5 is the  step  response of the angle control closed-loop system ,
which has a  non-m inim um  phase zero a t s -  2 due to  the  controller Figure 4 9 
is the  closed-loop response of the displacem ent, which has two R H P zeros due 
to  the  p lan t G tq In the first case, the in itia l response of the system  is in the 
opposite  d irection  com pared to its steadv s ta te  value and the system  has a large 
undershoo t In the  second case, the in itia l response is in the  sam e direction as its 
s teady  s ta te  value bu t eventuailv it changes the  direction and reverses the sign 
to  finally move back tow ard the steady  s ta te  In  general, for a stable system  writh  
n z R H P  zeros, its step  response will cross zero (its original value) n z tim es th a t  
is, the  system  will have undershoot This resu lt is a well known characteristic  
of R H P zeros (Holt and M oran  [19]) and it is ano ther way to verify th a t  non- 
m inim um  phase zeros im pose fundam ental restric tions in the design of control 
system s I t was shown th a t  R H P zeros close to  the imaginary axis give a larger 
overshoot (see Lem m a 5 2 2) which also illu stra tes  the  result ob tained  in this 
chap ter T h a t is, slow non-m inim um  phase zeros are m ore difficult to  control 
th a n  fast R H P zeros
Following C hap ter 4 and th is chapter, it can be concluded th a t the  pendulum  
system  is no t easy to control since strong  fundam en ta l lim ita tions apply to  it 
Now th a t  these lim ita tions are understood  one can proceed to  improve the design 
of C h ap te r 4
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Chapter 6 
One-Loop-at-a-Time Method - 
Approach 2
In Section 4 1 some controllers were designed for good com m and following of 
th e  d isplacem ent control The resulting  response was not fast enough It is now 
understood  th a t  th is is because of the two slow R H P zeros in the  equivalent p lan t 
G eq(s) T his restra ins the  final response as illu stra ted  in the previous section 
In th is  chap ter we coun ter th is restriction  in as m uch as th is is possible, using a 
one-loop-at-a-tim e s tra teg y
6.1 Controller Design - Approach 2
I t  can be seen; from  E quation  (4 1 6 ) , th a t  R H P poles m  the  controller H 2 be­
come R H P zeros m the equivalent p lan t This p lan t has two R H P zeros (see 
E quation  (4 1 7)) O ne is due to  the p lan t G 2 and th e  o ther is due to  the  con­
tro lle r H 2 It is obvious th a t  the R H P zero th a t  comes from  th e  p lan t canno t be 
avoided b u t one can avoid the  R H P zero due to the  controller H 2 One way to 
do th is is shown in F igure 6 1, which m ay be com pared w ith  F igure 4 1
From  this figure and using a sim ilar procedure to  th a t  used to  get E quation  (4 1 6 ) , 
the  new equivalent p lan t, i e the p lan t seen by th e  controller H \  can be ob tained
G *« w  -  i  -  ifk  <6 1 1 1
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IFigure 6 1 New feedback system
As can be noticed from  the  above equation, the poles of H 2 cancel w ith  them selves 
when G eq is calcu lated , which means th a t now there  is only one R H P zero m the 
equivalent p lan t instead  of two R H P zeros as was the  case In o ther words 
unstab le  poles of H 2 resulting  in R H P zeros m G eq are avoided Notice th a t m 
th is way, unnecessary  lim ita tions on G eq ( 1  e d isplacem ent loop, no t on the angle 
loop) are avoided
B oth  controllers need to  be redesigned This is discussed m th e  following sections 
It is im p o rta n t to  notice th a t in order to have a good perform ance of the real 
system  and since a precise m athem atical m odel is no t available, it has to be 
assured th a t  the  overall system  is robust in order to  cope w ith uncertain ties 
and non-linearities existing m the real svstem  This is why good sensitivitv and 
com plem entary  sensitivity functions are required for th is p lan t
6 11 Controller Design for the Angular Rotation
The controller designed for this p a rt of the system  is
*< •>  -  1 2>
T he s tep  response, the  Bode plot of the loop gain, the  sensitiv ity  and  com plem en­
ta ry  sensitiv ity  functions are shown in Figures 6 2, 6 3 and  6 4 respectively From 
these figures one can see th a t  there is no big difference betw een the response of 
th is design and  th a t  of Section 4 11  This is because the  lim ita tio n  of the p lan t 
R H P pole is still im posed
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6 12 Controller Design for the Displacement
Before designing a controller for the displacem ent, the new equivalent p lan t has 
to  be found From  E quations (2 1 24), (2 1 25), (6 1 1) and (6 1 2) one obtains
( 5  4- b)(s -  b)
G e q { s )  — “ 880
5 ( 5  +  6 8  45 ) ( 5  +  23 4)(s +  0 6821)
(6 1 3 )
Notice th a t  there  is only one R H P zero The controller designed for th is p a rt of 
the  system  is
( 5  +  23 4)(s 4- 0 6821)
H i{s)  =  0 35
( 5  +  15)(s 4  6)
(6 1 4 )
T he step  response, the  Bode plots for the loop gam , the  sensitiv ity  and com ple­
m entary  sensitiv ity  functions are shown m Figures 6 5 6 6 and 6 7 respectively
From  these figures, one can see th a t with this controller good s tab ility  m argins 
are ob tained  as well as a faster response which was the objective
Step Response
From U(1)
Figure 6 2 S tep response of the angle loop
►
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Bode Diagrams
Gm=-10 135 dB (at 3 4384 ratfsec) Pm=58 634deg {at 22 666 rad/sec)
Frequency (rad/sec)
Figure 6 3 Bode diagram  of the angle loop
6.2 Discussion
From  E quation  (6 1 3) it can be seen th a t with this new setup  (see F igure 6 1) a 
R H P zero has been avoided when designing the  control svstem  for the  displace-
Sensitrvity function
Complementary sensitivity function
Frequency (rad/sec)
Figure 6 4 Sensitiv ity  functions of the  angle loop
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m ent T his makes the  design easier in the sense th a t  the overall perform ance is 
not highly lim ited, bandw id th s can be improved thus facilita ting  the  shaping  of 
the sensitiv ity  and com plem entary  sensitiv ity  function \11 m all, th is improves 
the  perform ance and  robustness of the svstem  In fact as can be noticed from 
Figures 4 9, 4 10, 4 11, 6 5, 6 6 and 6 7 the  perform ance was notab ly  im proved 
T he system  is much faster and m ore robust
In C h ap te r 5, it was s ta te d  th a t no stable controller could stabilize the  angle 
p lan t and in the  design process a controller w ith  one R H P pole was chosen It is 
worth m entioning th a t  a controller w ith  one unstab le  pole gives a b e tte r response 
th a n  controllers w ith two or m ore R H P poles To check th is Lem m a 5 1 3  can 
be used Hence, for the  case of a controller with two unstab le poles one obtains
roc poo
/  err(t)e~Plt d t +  err(t)e~P2t dt =  0 
Jo Jo
poo
=$■ /  err(t) (e“ Pli +  e~P2t) dt — 0
Jo
Since the response of th e  error is equivalent to  the  response of the sensitivity 
function to  a d istu rbance  a t the o u tp u t of the p lan t, d0 (from Figure 5 1, E (s )  =
Step Response
From U{1)
Figure 6 5 S tep response of the  d isplacem ent loop
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Bode Diagrams
Gm =9 9085 dB (at 7 9433 rad/sec) Pm=64 756 deg (at 1 7052 rad/sec)
Frequency (rad/sec)
Figure 6 6 Bode d iagram  of the displacem ent loop
Sensitivity function
Frequency (rad/sec) 
Complementary sensitivity function
Figure 6 7 Sensitiv ity  functions of the  d isplacem ent loop
S ( s ) R ( s )  and y ($ )  — S ( s ) D 0{s))i it can be concluded from  the above equation 
th a t  a controller w ith  m ore R H P poles would give a change in sign in the  signal 
y(t)  and a higher overshoot in the  tran sien t response when a d istu rbance  is applied
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to  the  pendulum  Indeed, th is is an undesirable effect In o ther words, increasing 
th e  num ber of R H P poles th a t  are added to  the  controller during the design has 
th e  effect of decreasing the  level of d istu rbance  a tte n u a tio n
Finally, th e  controllers were im plem ented in the  real system  and fu rther tun ing  
was needed The gam  of the  controllers was increased m order to  get more 
robustness m the  control system  The linear m odel used to  design the controllers 
is no t accurate , th a t is why more robustness is required in order to  deal w ith the 
uncerta in ty  and non-linearities inherent in the  system  T he final controllers are
(« + 2 3  J ) (» + 0 6821)
{ s +  15)(s +  5 464) ( 6 2 1 )
and
( .  +  5 464)(S +  3 333)
(s +  100)(s -  2) (6 2 2)
T he respective response is given in Figure 6 8 Notice from  this figure the small 
oscillation on the responses of the svstem  T his is due to  the resolution of the 
discrete sensors (see Section 2 14 ) used in the  system
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Angle
0 4
02
60 80 
Position of the cart
E 0 
-0 2 
-0 4
20 40 60 80 
time (sec)
100 120 140
Figure 6 8 Response of the  real system
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Chapter 7 
Gain Scheduling
G am  Scheduling (GS) design has become a p opu lar m ethod  for designing con­
tro llers for non-linear p lants specialh  during the last decade It has special 
features th a t  m ake it easy to a p p h  com pared w ith  o thers design m ethods for 
non-lm ear p lan ts  Am ong those features the m ost a ttrac tiv e  is th a t  GS emplovs 
linear design tools in the design stage See R ugh and S ham m a [23] for a survey 
on GS
Manv different design notions can be viewed as GS such as sw itching gam  values 
according to  o pera ting  conditions, precom pensatm g a non-linear gain w ith the 
inverse gam  function, etc Techniques like sw itching controllers also fit a broad 
in te rp re ta tio n  of GS In th is chapter the focus is on gam  scheduling in the  sense 
of continuously  varying the controller coefficients according to  the  curren t value 
of a scheduling signal
The design of GS controllers for non-lm ear p lan ts can be sum m arized in four 
broad  steps, [23] T he first step is to  com pute a linear param eter-vary ing  (LPV) 
m odel for th e  p lan t The second step  is to use linear design m ethods to  obtain  
linear controllers for the  LPV model The th ird  s tep  is to  im plem ent the fam i­
lies of controllers ob tained  m the second step  m  such a way th a t  the  controller 
coefficients vary according to the current value of the  scheduled vanable(s) The 
fou rth  s tep  is perform ance assessment
A gain th e  inverted  pendulum  is used as an app lication  exam ple The controllers 
th a t  have a lready  been designed for the inverted pendulum  work properly  for the
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linearized p lan t a t  th e  equilibrium  poin t with =  0 (pendu lum  in the  upright 
position), b u t when applied  to the nonlinear plant the  system  behaves differently 
when it is a t  a  po in t th a t  is no t the equilibrium  poin t In order to  see how the 
system  behaves a t every po in t in s ta te  space the  non-linear transfer functions 
may be found
7.1 Non-Linear Transfer Functions
A rep resen ta tion  of th e  p lan t is found which allows us to  o b ta in  a transfer function 
for po in ts o ther th a n  equilibrium  poin ts To calculate the transfer functions it 
is necessary to  get an  app rop ria te  non-linear s ta te  space form  of the  system  
F inding  a s ta n d a rd  linearization  of E quation  (2 I 17), yields
x  —
( 0 1 0
0 FM 0
0 0 0
\ 0 W U  c o s (a 3) Vj
0
_L
M
0
I  ~ m 7 C0S(x 3 ) /
U (7 1 1 )
and from E quation  (2 1 20),
V =
1 0  0 0 
0 0 1 0
(7 1 2 )
where
and
x (Xi x2 x3 z 4):
w = T i  cos(x *) +  T F T T ^ 11^ )  -  TTTT^ s in f o ) ( 7 1 3 )L'  v M L '  '  "  M L '
Thus, £ 3  can be chosen as the scheduled variable Now, th e  transfer functions
can be calcu lated  using E quation  (2 1 21) A. few calcu lations gives
G 1  =
Go — —
s (s + ^ )
À ^ r c o s f a  )s 
(S + Tr) (s2 -™)
(7 1 4 )
( 7 1 5 )
From  these transfer functions one can see th a t G 2  is non linear and its gam  and 
two poles ( 1  e (s2 -  w)) depend on the s ta te  of the  p lan t x(t)  T h is m odel can 
be viewed as an L PV  m odel Now, the  scheduled controller can be designed
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7.2 GS Controller Design
Based on the controllers already designed in C hap te r 6 one can design the GS 
controllers \g a m  two controllers are needed, one to control the  d isplacem ent of 
the carnage  and  one to  control the angular ro ta tion
7 2 1 GS Controller Design for the Angular Rotation
It can be seen from  E quation  (7 1 5) th a t the  gain of the p lan t varies w ith the 
varia tion  of the  angle a:3 To counteract th a t varia tion  it is possible to  vary the 
gam  of the controller H 2 O ne way to deal w ith th is is to  replace the gam  of H 2 
say h 2 by h 2/ cos(x3) I t can be noticed from E quation  (7 1 5) th a t  the p lan t has 
two poles th a t  change w ith  the param eters of the  p lan t ± ^ /w ,  where w  is given 
in E quation  (7 1 3) H 2 (E quation  (6 1 2) was designed aim ing to  cancel the two 
stab le  poles of G 2t {—^/w  and — a t equilibrium  Hence for the  GS controller 
one could have two zeros a t the same location b u t varying as the poles of the 
p lan t varies So the new controller for the  angu lar ro ta tio n  is
(S +  Z ) ( 5 +  /£ )
¿J/ _  cos(x3) v M A  V /
H* =  (s +  100) (s -  2) ( / 2 1 )
7 2 2 GS Controller Design for the Displacement
It can be noticed from  E quation  (6 1 1) th a t  the  gam  of th e  equivalent p lan t, 
Geq, only depends on th e  gam  of G\ and H 2 The gam  of G \  is constan t (see 
E quation  (7 1 4 )) , thus the  only variation of the  gam  of G'eq is due to  H 2 Hence 
the gam  of H[ can be ad ju sted  to  cos(x3), where h\  is the  gam  of th is controller
It can also be checked th a t  w ith  the H f2 of E quation  (7 2 1) th e  new equivalent 
p lan t has two zeros a t  ± y / w  So H[ can be set to  cancel the  two stab le  zeros of 
G !eq T he new equivalent p lan t is
q i  = ________________ ^ ( 5  +  A ) ( 5 - y ^ ) ________________
eq s [s3 +  (90 -  y /w )s 2 +  (80&2 ~  200 -  O O y ^ s  +  2 0 0 ^ ^  ]
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From E quations (6 1 3) and  (6 1 4) it can be noticed th a t  H i  was canceling two 
poles of G eq So th is  controller m ight need to cancel those poles, b u t the ir location 
vanes w ith th e  varia tion  of some param eters of the p lan t, such as the  angle, x 3 
In order to do such cancelations the variation of the poles of G'eq as x 3 changes 
from 0 to  90 degrees is calcu lated  while setting  u and x 2 (see E quation  7 1 3 )  
to  zero T he varia tion  of these poles is tabu la ted  The tab le  below shows the 
variation of the  angle a t several values
I
Angle (x3) 0 5 10 15 20
poles -68 452 
-23 402 
-0 68214
-68 445 
-23 422 
-0 68034
-68 422 
-23 481 
-0 67495
-68 384 
-23 58 
-0 666
-68 33 
-23 72 
-0 65354
A ngle (x3) 30 45 60 80
poles -68 172 
-24 125 
-0 6183
-67 797 
-25 068 
-0 54065
-67 206 
-26 497 
-0 43391
-65 772 
-29 718 
-0 23296
Table 7 1 V ariation of poles of G eq
So it is needed to  find functions th a t  describe the varia tions of the  two slower 
poles Using M a tla b ’s com m ands p o ly f  i t  and p o ly v a l  the polynom ials which fit 
the variations of the  poles (including negative values of the  angle) were com puted  
So the  new controller for the  system  is
where
and
H , =  0 3 5 cos(x3)(s +  q ) ( s  +  3) ^
1 ( 5  +  15)(s 4  y/w)
a  =  0 00093273(x3 x 180 /tt)2 4  23 289 
=  3 062 x \  4  23 289 (x3 m rad  )
P =  - 6  9113 x 10"5(x3 x 1 8 0 /tt)2 4  0 68136 
=  - 0  22688 x \  4  0 68136 (x3 in rad  )
I
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7.3 Discussion
The controllers of the  previous chapters work properly  on the  real system  (see Sec­
tion 6 2), b u t despite  the  fact th a t  those controllers are robust, their perform ance 
decreases as the pendulum  angle d rifts  away from the vertical position This is 
because the sensitiv ity  and com plem entary sensitiv ity  functions are affected by 
the  angle as well as the  s tab ility  m argins which decrease as the  angle moves away 
from zero This is one of the  advantages of the GS approach, since it keeps the 
stab ility  m argins and th e  robustness of the closed loop system  unaffected, or a t 
least between a  sm all range of variation
It can be checked from  sim ulations th a t  when the in itia l conditions are close to 
the  equilibrium  the tran sien t and steadv s ta te  response of the closed loop system  
w ith the GS controllers is very sim ilar to  th a t of the system  w ith the controllers 
described in Section 6 2 T he advantage as was said above, is th a t  the GS 
controllers are m ore robust regarding variations of the  p lan t due to non-linearities 
Several tests were perform ed on the real system  w ith  the GS controllers and the 
controllers of the  previous chapters the  initial position  of the pendulum  was 
changed W ith  the controllers of the  previous chap ter the svstem  could not 
be stabilized when the in itia l condition was g reater th an  or equal to  0 2 rad 
(11° a p p ro x ), whereas the GS controllers could stabilize the svstem  w ith  in itia l 
position of around  0 35 rad  (20° approx  )
r
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Chapter 8
H 2 Optimization and 
Multivariable Control
In th is chap ter a full M IM O perspective is adop ted  \ s  m entioned earlier, some 
of the  tools and definitions used for SISO svstem s are no longer applicable for 
M IM O svstem s A.n exam ple of this is discussed m C hap ter 2 where the poles and 
zeros were defined for M IM O system s There are several m ethods for designing 
controllers for m ultivariable svstem s, [16] [9], [12], [24] Here, an approach  based 
on frequency dom ain 7i2 op tim ization  is considered
8.1 Introduction
T he idea of 7i2 control is to  find a  controller th a t  stabilizes th e  system  and 
m inim izes a given quad ra tic  cost function There are m any ways in which control 
design problem s can be cast as H 2 op tim ization  problem s T he best known 
solution of the s tan d a rd  % 2 problem  is described by Doyle et al [25] b u t it is 
only applicable to a lim ited  class of problem s and it relies on the  solution of 
R iccati equations
T he approach  taken here uses the  sensitiv ity  and com plem entary  sensitiv ity  func­
tion  as a m easure of robustness The sensitiv ity  function, 5 , determ ines the  effect 
of d istu rbances on the  closed-loop system  T he com plem entary sensitiv ity  func­
tion, T , is im p o rtan t for the  closed-loop response, the  effect of m easurem ent
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d. do
r p —  u  ,r
k  — —» 0 — |—*■ y
Figure 8 1 C ontrol loop
noise and  robust stability  For the  configuration of F igure 8 1 these functions are 
defined as
where the  subscrip ts i and o s tan d  for inpu t and o u tp u t, respectively This is to 
d istinguish  the functions evaluated a t the  in p u t and  a t the  o u tp u t of the  p lan t 
O f course, for SISO system s S t = S 0 and Tt — T 0 Typically, control svstem  
design am ounts to shaping these functions aim ing for the following objectives
•  M ake the sensitivity 5  sm all a t low frequencies
•  M ake the com plem entary  sensitiv ity  T  sm all a t high frequencies
•  P reven t bo th  S  and T  from peaking a t crossover frequencies
Therefore the I-L2 problem  can be cast m  term s of the  sensitiv ity  and com plem en­
ta ry  functions, as follows
P r o b le m  The I-L2 problem  can be cast as
where W s and W t are w eighting functions used to  shape 5  and  T , respectively, 
and  the  T ^-no rm  is defined as
S0(s) =  (I  +  G ( s ) K ( s ) ) - 1
T0(s) =  I  -  S0(s) -  G {s ) K ( s )  { I  +  G { s ) K ( s ) )~ 1
S,(s) =  ( I  +  K ( s )G { s ) )~ 1
Tt {s) =  I - S t {s) =  K { s ) G ( s ) ( I  +  K ( s ) G { s ) y 1
(8 1 1 ) 
( 8 1 2 )  
(8 1 3 ) 
(8 1 4 )
a rg m f ||W ^5 (ju ;)||| +  \ \WtT ( jw ) \ \
XI)
2
2 ( 8 1 5 )
(8 1 6 )
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The Youla param eteriza tion  (C hap ter 3) is a useful tool th a t  facilitates the  solu­
tion  of the H 2 problem , since it allows the cost function (E quation (8 1 5)) to  be 
w ritten  m term s of a single param eter, Q T h a t is, th e  op tim al Q is calculated  
and then, using the  Youla param eteriza tion , the  corresponding optim al controller 
K  is found In th is way, closed loop s tab ility  is equivalent to the s tab ility  of Q
In th is chap ter, two different approaches are studied, bo th  of them  in the  fre­
quency dom ain The first uses an op tim ization  of S  and T  a t the inpu t and then  
a t the  o u tp u t of the p lan t in order to  find Q  In the  second approach, th e  cost 
function is m inim ized m term s of S0 and T0, th a t  is the  op tim ization  is only done 
a t  the  o u tp u t Again, th e  procedure is explained based on the  inverted pendulum  
p lan t (E quations (2 1 24) and (2 1 25))
8.2 Finding the I-L2 Controller - Approach 1
As sta ted  abo \e , the  7^2 problem  is to  find the optim al Q which m inim izes the  
two-norm  of
J  =  W s S ( j w ) \ \ l  +  \\WtT(jw)\ \ l
where S  and T  are the sensitivity and com plem entary sen sitn  lty  functions respec­
tively Notice th a t  m the  pendulum  system , Q  is a 1 x 2 m atrix  ( 1  e Q  =  [Qi Q 2]) 
and by the  iden tity
G ( I - h K G ) - 1 = (I + GK)~lG
it can be concluded th a t  GSt = S0G Thus the  op tim al Q a t the  inpu t of the 
p lan t is the  sam e as the  o u tp u t T he solution sought m th is section is based on 
the  s tru c tu re  of the  pendulum  p lan t
For the  pendulum  system  the  sensitiv ity  a t the  in p u t is a scalar, therefore it 
should be easier to find the  op tim al Q  a t  the in p u t of the  p lan t To do so, 
two expressions are needed T hey are the  sensitivity, S ( s )  and com plem entary  
sensitivity, T (s ), functions a t the  in p u t of the  p lan t T hey  should be expressed m
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S, =  ( I  +  K G ) ~ l
=  {I  +  Y ^ X t N r D ; 1) - 1 (by Theorem  3 0 1)
=  [ Y r ' f r D r  +  X M D ; 1] - 1 
=  D A V D r  +  X t N r ) ' ^
=  D r [Vr D r +  Q N , D r + UT Nr -  Q D tN r} - l {Vr +  Q N t) (by T h  3 0 1) 
=  D t [ I  +  Q N tD r -  Q N , D r ] " * (Vr +  QN,)  
=  D r (Vr +  QN,)
In the  above equations, the identities G  =  N iD r =  D (N r and UrN r +  VrD r — I
(see T heorem  3 0 1) were used Thus S t in term s of the  Q  p aram eter is
St = Dr(Vr +  QNi) (8 2 1)
Following a  sim ilar procedure it can easih  be proved th a t
T, -  (Ut -  D rQ )Nt (8 2 2)
N ote also th a t
S0 -  (’V, + N r Q )D ,  (8 2 3)
To =  N r (Vr - Q D , )  (8 2 4)
Now the  %2 problem  can be cast in term s of the  Q  p a ram ete r
8 2.1 Solution via Completion of Squares
Here th e  te rm  * will denote complex conjugation  N otice th a t
l ^ 5 t |2 +  \WtT,\2 =  (W ^S,)*(W f 5 ,) +  (W tT ,Y ( W tTt)
and using E quations (8 2 1) and  (8 2 2) in the  equa tion  above yields
¡ W A l 2 +  \ W t T f  =  ( W ,D TVT +  W , D r Q N l ) t (W sD TVr +  W , D r Q N l ) 
+ ( W tU iN t -  W l D r Q N tY ( W tUl Ni  -  WtD r QN,)
terms of the Youla parameter This can be done using Theorem 3 0 1 as follows,
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Notice th a t  iVf is a 2 x 1 m atrix , C/j is 1 x 2, Q is a 1 x 2 and D r Vri W3 and Wt 
are scalar transfer functions Thus
l^ s .f  + l^r.i2 = w ;D ;v;w sDrvr + w ;D ;v ;w 3DrQNt
+ w ; d ; n ; q ' \ vsd tvt +  w ; D ; ^ Q ' \ v sDrQNt 
+ \ v ’t N ; u ; w tu lNl -  w ; N ; u ; w tDrQN, 
-W fD 'N iQ ‘ WtUiNi + W^D'N'Q'\^tDrQNi
= D'rDr{W ;\\s + + D'r{W's \VsDr\ r -  W '^ t U ^ N ^ Q '
+D r(W;\VsDrVr -  W^VtUtNtYQN, + \V's WsD'rDrVr'Vr + \v ;w tN W U tNi
Let
a : a ,  =  d ; d t ( w ; w , +  w ; w t) (8 2 5)
Thus
=  \ ; \ N iQ 'Q N t +  d ; ( w ;  n  sDrvr -  i v t* n  tu , \ ) ( Q \ y  
+ D r( w ; w sDrvr -  Wt’ WtUi^YQN, +  \v;\v,D ;D rv ; v r 
+ \\ ';w tN ;u ;u lNl
and com pleting  the square
=  {A,QNt +  B,Y (A,QNi +  Bt) +  W;\VsD'rDrV;Vr +  
_  ^ D ; ( \ v ; w , D rv T -  w t'\ W N ,) J  ^ D ; ( w ; w , p rv r -
where
Bt =  ( D'T( w ; w sp rv r -  w ; w tUiNt)  ^ (g 2 g)
A fter sim plifying gives
D ;D rw ; w sw ; w t
(A ,QNi +  BtY(AtQNt +  B,) +  — — {DrVr +  UiNiY(DrVr +  UtNt)
Since Q can do nothing to  affect the second term  in the  above equation, only one 
Q th a t  m inim izes the 2-norm  of the  first term  needs to  be chosen and  th is is a
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1-block problem  which should be easier to solve th an  th e  2-block problem  Thus 
the problem  can be recast as
QoPt =  a rg ^ m f^ \WQNi  +  B%\ (8 2 7)
where A: and Bx are given in E quations (8 2 5) and  (8 2 6) In the  equation above 
som e of th e  term s are vectors In order to express th a t  equation  in term s of the 
scalar com ponents of the vectors, let Q — [Qi Q 2] and iVJ =  [jVu Nl2]T and 
su b s titu tin g  in to  Equation (8 2 7) yields
( \ lQNl + B iy ( \ lQ \ l + Bt) =  
Nn 
f t  12
Al [Qi Q 2\ M Q i Q2]
N n  
f t  12
+ Bt
Thus
( \ lQNi +  Bl)*(AlQNi +  Bl) — ( \>tQ \f tn +  ^2 +  Bt)*(AtQiNn + AtQ2fti2Jr B x)
(8 2 8 )
or equivalently
Qopt — An| woo Il'VQi'Vn +  'W 2 N / 2  +  B t\[Qi ,W2c
(8 2 9)
Clearly the problem  has been 1  educed to an op tim ization  problem  of two scalar 
variables Q i and Q 2 Now a solution to th is problem  is sought
Finding the Optimal Qx and Q2 - Approach 1
From  E quation  (8 2 9) and from  the  well known P ro jec tion  Theorem  ([26]) it is 
known th a t  Qopt =  [Qiopt Q 2oPt\ is optim um  if and only if
J {AiQiopt +  A2Q2opt +  Bt)*( 4 iQ i  +  A2Q2)dw =  0 V Q\ Q 2 6  H00
where 4 2 — AtNn, 42 =  At Nl2 and Bt are s tab le  and  s tr ic tly  p roper In th is case 
N n  and Ni2 differ only by a constan t (see E quation  (3 3 21)) and hence, so do 
and A2 Therefore, from an in n e r/o u te r facto rization  of A\  and  42 it can be seen 
th a t  the  inner p roducts are the  sam e Now, let Ax =  and 42 =  AlA2op be
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th e ir respective in n e r/o u te r  factorizations, thus the  above in tegral becomes
=  J {AtAiopQiopt +  At A2opQ2opt +  BtY (A lAioPQi)dw  4
J '  {AxAi0pQi0pi -J- Aj A-2opQ2opt +  B t) (A lA2opQ2)dw
=  J A*(AiopQiopt 4- A.2oPQ2opt +  Ax 1 £ , ) * (AxAi0pQ\)dw 4
J  Ax (Ai0pQi0pt 4  A.2opQ2opt 4* Ax B t) (.¿4^4 2opQ2)dw 
b u t A* =  A ~ l , hence
J ( A : Q  1 opt A2Q2opt +  B iY H iQ i  +  A2Q2)dw 
~ J (AiopQiopt +  2^opQ2opt +  At 1 Bt)*(AiopQi)dw 4
j*  (A\0pQ\0pt +  A20pQ2opt At B t) (A2opQ2)dw 
Now, since A \ op and A 2op are m inim um  phase transfer functions, let
QioPt = - 7r+(' }  Bl) and Q 2opt =  0 (8 2 10)
^lop
where 7T+ ( ) denotes stab le  projection Thus replacing th is, in the integral abo \e  
yields
J {AiQiopt 4  ^2<?2op£ +  )*( 4 ^ !  4  A2Q2)dw 
=  J (n - ( A ; 1Bl) y ( A lopQ1)dw +  j  {ir.(A^1Bt) y ( A 3opQ2)dw 
— J 7r+(At ^BJAicpQidw + j  TT+(At lB l)A2opQ2dw
Since Aiop, Q i and A2op, Q 2 are stable the in teg rands of the  equation above 
are analy tic  m th e  RHP, therefore the above in tegrals are zero (b\ the  Cauchv- 
G oursa t Theorem ) This shows th a t Q\opt and  Q20pt given by E quation  (8 2 10) 
are o p tim a l’ Notice th a t, in th is way, the op tim al Q  is no t unique, since one 
could have let Q iopt — 0 and found an expression for Q 2 op£
Finding the Optimal Qi and Q2 - Approach 2
So far, the  problem  of E quation  8 1 5 has been reduced to  find the op tim al Q — 
[Qi O 2 ] of the  cost function J  see E quation  (8 2 9),
where 4 i =  AtN n  and  4 2 =  A.,iV|2 Clearly A \  and A 2 differ only by the  term s 
N n  and A ^ , which, m the  pendulum  case differ only by a constan t, say k  Since 
A \  and A 2 differ only by a constan t it can be included in e ither Q[ or Q 2 and then 
A \  and  .42 will be th e  sam e, say if Q x — Q[ and Q 2 =  kQ'2 th en  A x — A 2 = 4 
Thus
J  -  inf || 4(Q i +  Q2) +  5 , | |2 (8 2 11)
Qi )Q2€«°°
where B l is given by E quation  (8 2 6) and 4 =  \ tN i i Let
Q <h + Q±
^  2
and
q 2 =  9 i ^ 9 i
or equivalently
Qz — Q i  +  Q2 and Q a — Q i — Q2 ( 8  2 12)
Notice th a t  E quation  (8 2 11) reduces to an op tim ization  problem  of one variable 
when E quation  (8 2 12) is used
Now using E quation  (8 2 12) it can be found how the  sensitiv ity  and com plem en­
tary  sensitiv ity  depend  on these Q  s Recall th a t  the sensitiv ity  function a t the
inpu t is given b \ E quation  (8 2 1)
S ^ i V r  + Q N tiD r
where, m th is  case, D r and  Vr are scalars (see E quations (3 3 18) and (3 3 20)), 
Q  =  [Q [ Q 2] is a 1 x 2 vector and N t =  [A^ N i2]t  is a  2 x 1 vector Since N n  , 
and N12 differ only by a constan t gives
5, =  VrD r + [Q\ Q'2][Nn N l2]T D r 
= VrD r + Q [N n D r + Q'2 Ni2D r
=  V r D r +  Q i f t n D r  +  Q2N11DT
=  V r D r +  (Qx +  Q 2) N n D r
— (K  +  Q z N n )D r (8 2 13)
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T ^ i U t - D r Q W
where, in th is case, Ui and Q  =  [Q[ Q l2] are 1 x 2 vectors, D r is a scalar transfer 
function and iY/ is a  2 x 1 vector A.gain, since iVa  and N& differ only by a 
constan t yields,
t x =  p r m
=  UtN L -  Q zN ixD r (8 2 14)
Now analyze the  sensitiv ity  and com plem entarv sensitiv ity  functions a t the  o u t­
p u t Recall from E quation  (8 2 3) th a t the sensitivity  a t the o u tp u t is
=  (V/ +  N rQ )D t
where Vi and Di are 2 x 2 m atrices and Nr is a 2 x 1 vector Here there is 
no wav of sim plifying S0, therefore S 0 is a function of Q i and Q 2, or, similarly 
by E quation  (8 2 12) it is a function of Qz and Q 4 T he sam e happens to the 
com plem entary sensitiv ity  function (see E quation  (8 2 4)),
To = Nr{Ur -  QDi)
In sum m ary, Qz can be found using E quations (8 2 11) and  (8 2 12) and  then  Q A 
can be calcu lated  by optim ising  S 0 and T0 Thus the m inim ization  of the two- 
norm  of the  sensitiv ity  and com plem entary sensitiv ity  functions a t the  o u tp u t is 
needed
8 2 2 Optimal Q at the Output
Recall th a t
|VVS5 0|2 +  \W tT0\2 =  (W '.S .n W ^ S ’o) +  (W tT 0y ( W tT 0)
Using E quations (8 2 3) and  (8 2 4) m the equation above yields
\W sS 0\2 + \W tT0\2 =  (W l V,Dl +  \Vt N rQ D ,) ' ( W t VlD l +  W sN TQ D l)
+ ( W tN rUr -  W tN TQ D , y ( W tN rUr -  W tN rQ D t)
The com plementary sensitivity function at the input is (see Equation (8 2 2))
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Notice th a t N r is a 2 x 1 m atrix , UT is 1 x 2, Q  is a  1 x 2 and Di, V/, and W t
are 2 x 2 m atrices (see E quations (3 3 17)-(3 3 22)) Thus
| i ^ 5 0|2 +  \W tT 0\2 =  D W ' W Z W M  + D ; v lt W ; W , N rQ D l
+ d jq ’ n ;\\ ;w sv1d1 +  d ;q 'n ;w ;w sntqDi. 
+ u ;N ;w ;w ti\u r -  u;N'rw tmw tNrQD,
-  DJQ* N ’ I \  (‘ W tN rUr +  D [ Q ’ N ’W't W tN rQ D t 
= d ;q *n ;(w ;w , + w ;w t)NrQDt + DjQ’ N ;{w ;w svtDi -  w ;w tNrur) 
+ (d ;v ;w ;w . -  u ;N ;w ;w t)NrQDt + rww/w.vjA + u ;N ;w ;w tNrijr
Let
AjAj =  n ; { w;\\ s +  w ;w t)Nr (8 215)
Thus
||U 'sS0|2 +  |IV(T0|2 (8 2 16)
= d ;q ’ \ ; a , q a  +  ( q d ^ 'n ^ w ^ v m  -  w ;w tNrur) 
+(\v;ivsv1d, -  \v;w tNrurYNrQDl + d-1v1'\v;\\'sv1d1 + u;N'rw ;w tNrur
and com pleting the  square
=  ( \ i QDi  +  B y  ( A i Q A  +  B)  +  d ; \ , * h  / i v . v j a  +  t / r* jv ;w 7 w v v r t / r
-  [ (^ r^ iw .W /A  -  w;\vt\ u r)Y [(ai)-1n ;{w ;w .v,d , -  w ;w tNrur)\
where
B n  =  ( A : ) - l ^ ( H 7 W '. l /«A -  ^ W W t / , )  (8 2 17)
Again since Q  can only affect the  first term  m the  previous equation, one Q 
th a t  m inim izes th e  2-norm  of th is term  needs to  be chosen Thus, the  two block 
problem  has been reduced to  a one-block op tim ization  problem  T h a t is, the  
problem  now is
Qopt =  arg  inf ||4 iQ D , +  B n \\\ (8 2 18)
Q € 7l
where Ai (a scalar) and B u  (a 1 x 2 \ec to r) are given by E quations (8 2 15) 
and (8 2 17) In the  equation  above, some of the  term s are vectors, so in order
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to express this equation in terms of the scalar components of the vectors, let 
Q =  [<2 i Q2} and B12 =  [Bx B 2] and, using the definition of the 2-norm, it can 
be shown that
\\AiQDi + Bi2)\\l — ||A i(Q iD n i +  Q2A21) +  AII2
+ IK i(Q iA i2  +  Q2A22) +  B2WI ^ 19)
From Section 8 2 1 it is known that Q3 can be found by using Equations (8 2 11) 
and (8 2 12) Therefore Q\ can be calculated using Equations (8 2 12) and (8 2 19) 
taking Qz as a constant That is, following Equation (8 2 19), yields,
[Ai(<2 i A n  4- Q2A21) +  B i]*[A i(Q iA 11 +  Q2A21) +  A ]  
+ [A i(Q iA i2  +  Q2A22) +  i?2]*[^i(Q iAi2 +  Q2A22) +  B 2]
o ^ i[(A n  +  A2OQ3 +  ( A n  *  A2OQ4] +  B\
„ ^ i[(A n  +  A2OQ3 +  (A 11 “  A2OQ4] +  B]
A i[(A l2  +  A 22)Q3 +  (A l2  ~ Di22)Qi] 4  Bo 
A i[(A l2  +  A 22)Q3 +  (A l2  ~ A 22)Q4] +  B2
— -aK ^ oQ\Qa +  2 ^ 9 A i(A n  +  A2OQ3 + B^j \\(Din -  Di2i)*Q\
+  2 f  2 ^ 1^ 12 +  A 22)^3  4  B 2 j  \ l (D i i2  — Di22)*Ql
1
+ 2
+■ (
^ A l iA l l  +  A 2l )<?3 +  A J (A ll — A21)*
2 ^ l(A l2  +  A 22)Q3 +  B 2  j  A \ ( D i i 2  -  A22)*
Qa
4 A i(A n  4  A2OQ3 +  B] -^1  ( A l l  4  A2OQ3 +  Bi
4 2 A l ( A l2 +  A 22)$3 +  B2 -A . i(A l2 +  A 22)©3 +  B2
where
A*A0 =  AJAt [ ( A l l  -  A 2 l) * (A l l  -  A2O +  (A l2  “  A22)*(A l2 _  A22)]
(8 2 20)
Now let
" 1
B< K ) - 1
+
^  V i(A n  +  A2OQ3 +  B\J A J (A n  _  A21)* 
+  A 22)^3 +  £2^ 'V*(Ai2 ~ A22)* (8 2 21)
and com pleting the square m Q \  yields
1
A0Q \  +  B 0
1
V0 Q 4  +  B c
+
+
2 ( A n  +  A 2 O Q 3  +  B x 
2 'V (A l2  +  A 22)03  +  B 2
T hus the optim al Q 4 can be found from
Qiopt =  arg  inf
ÿ A4 (A11 +  A2OQ3 +  Bi
2 ^ l( A l2  +  A22)Q3 +  B 2 b ; b 0
(8 2 2 2)
where A.0 and B 0 are given b\ E quations ( 8  2  20) and ( 8  2  2 1 ), respectively Notice 
th a t  after finding the op tim al Qz and Q 4, Q 1  and Qo have to  be found and then  
the  su b stitu tio n  Q 2 = Q 2/ k  needs to be done
In sum m ary, using approach 2  (Section 8  2  1 ), one can find the optim al Q opt from 
th e  following the  steps
1  F ind  the  constan t k  by which N n  and N 12 differ In th is case,
Q'2-^2 =  Q ' ^ N ^  =  Q 2N n
K1  K2
where
Q 2 = Q'2k  and  k =  ^  ( 8  2  23)
k  i
2  Let Qz = Qi  +  Q 2 and Q 4 = Q x -  Q 2 and find the  op tim um  (at the  inpu t of
the  system ) of E quation  ( 8  2  1 1 ), th a t  is find the op tim al Q 3 of
QzoPt =  - 7r- (^ , 'ne- ‘- (8 2 24)
-^ouier
where
Bt  =  -  w ^ w v , )  j
A* a, = d ;d t(\v^w „ + W*Wtl)
and  Anner and  A mleT are the inner and o u ter p a rt  of .4 =  A,N a  
3 F ind  the  op tim um  of E quation  (8 2 22), th a t  is
Q4oPt =  (8 2 25)
9  **-0
which is
where
' '1
Bo =  K )
* \ - l -y 'V l(A ll +  A 2l)Q 3 +  ^1 ) ( A l l  “  A 2 l)*
+  f  2 ^ ( A i2  +  A 22)^3 +  ^2^ ^ l(A i2  “  A22)*
A*;V0 — \ \ \ i  [(All "  A 2 l)*(A ll ~ A21) +  (Al2 “  A22)*(Al2 ~ A22)] 
B u  = [B, B 2] =  -  IK \ V tN rUr)
and
a ;  V! =  n ;(\v; ws +  w ;w t)Nr
4  F ind
n  Q 3  +  Q 4  , n  Q z - Q a 
Q1 =  — 2—  and =  — 2—
5 F ind  Q opt =  [Qi Q'2] Recall th a t  Q[ — Qi  and  from  E quation  (8 2 23) find
Q '2 =  ^ Q 2
R e m a r k  8 2 1 This approach has the advantage that the algorithm is based on 
scalar transfer func t ions , rather than transfer matrices B u t  it has the disadvan­
tage that two sets o f  weights are needed, one fo r  the input (W sl and \ \ tl)  and one 
fo r  the output (\VS and W t)  The algorithm was implem ented in Matlab, but no 
appropriate weights were found  For all weights that were tried, the peaks m  the 
m a x im u m  singular values o f  S 0 and T0 were very large, see Figure 8 6
Following the  above rem ark , it is obvious th a t  a new approach  is needed
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8.3 Finding the H 2 Controller - Approach 2
In th is section the  op tim ization  problem  given by E quation  (8 2 18) is studied 
To do so, some fu rther definitions are needed and are s ta te d  in this section
Definition 8 3 1 (All-pass Function) A transfer function  m atrix , B ( s ) ,  is 
called all-pass i f  B ( s )B (s )*  = I ,  which implies that all singular values o f  B ( jw )  
are equal to one
T he next theorem  is a  resu lt given in [11] and  the  p roof is given there It uses 
the  definitions given in Section 2 3 2
Theorem 8 3 1 (Input Factorization of RHP-zeros) A system  G(s) con­
taining N z RH P-zeros zl} with input directions û zi and x zl defined by
which is stable and has zeros coinciding with the RH P-zeros o f G (s),  G{s) = 
G j( s ) B i ( s )  where
4^ -  z l  B ^ i  x zl
=  0 (8 3 1)
C  D
can b e fac tonzed  m  a m in im u m  phase system  G[(s) and an all-pass func t ion  B[(s)
G f (s) =  C ( s l -  A )~ lB '  + D (8 3 2)
The modified input m atr ix  B l can be calculated by applying the following formula  
repeatedly fo r  i =  1, , N Z
B , =  B t. i -  2R e(z l) x 2Iû'zt (8 3 3)
with Bg =  B  and B '  =  B ^ .  The all-pass func t ion  B j ( s )  is given by
B j i s )  =  B N_{s)BNz- i ( s )  B i (s )
N  -1
=  I I S '  - ‘W (8 3 4)
where
(8 3 5)
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Note th a t  a non-m inim um  phase transfer function also adm its  an ou tp u t factor­
ization analogous to  the  inpu t factorization and it can be expressed m a sim ilar 
way For m ore inform ation  abou t m ultivariable poles and zeros and factorization 
of R H P zeros and poles refer to [24], [11], [12], [27] a n d /o r  [28]
Now it is possible to  prove the next theorem  which allows us to  find the optim al 
solution of the  op tim ization  problem  given by E quation  (8 2 18)
T h e o r e m  8 3 2 Suppose that 4 and B  are strictly proper stable transfer function  
matrices, where 4 is 2 x 2 and B  is 1 x 2  Then
arg  inf \\QA  +  B \\\  =  [-7 r+ ( B ^ ) (1) -  jt+ (S4*)(2)] 4 ; 1
QeKiZ
where 4t and A 0 are the all-pass and m in im um  phase factors found  at the input 
o f  A, respectively (see Theorem 8 3 1 )  That is A  can be factored at the input as 
A  — A 0 At where 4 t is an all-pass function  and A 0 is a m in im u m  phase function  
tt+( B A * ) ^  denotes the stable projection o f the i~th element o f  B  A*
Proof  From  the P ro jec tion  Theorem  (see Luenberger [26, §3 3]) it is known th a t 
Q opt is op tim um  if and o n h  if (Q opt A +  B )  is perpend icu lar to  the space generated 
by Q A  T h a t is
{Qopt \  +  B ) L Q \  V Q e H ^ 2 
Thus, it is needed to  show th a t
<  Q optA  +  B , Q A > = ± -  j  T r  {(Q optA  +  B )(Q A )* }  dw  =  0, V Q  €  U ^ 2
where < , > , T r {  } and ()*  denote inner p roduct, trace  and conjugate transpose, 
respectively
Since A  is stab le , it can be factored as 4 =  A 0A t (see T heorem  8 3 1) where 4 t 
is an all-pass factor ( 1  e 4, 4* =  I )  and A 0 is a m inim um  phase factor (i e no 
transm ission  zeros on the  O R H P) Hence
f  T r  { (Q optA  +  B ) (Q  4 y } d w  =  J  T r  { (Q opi 4 0A , +  B ) A ; A ; Q *} dw
= f  T r  { (Q 0ptA 0 + B A * ) A '0Q * }d w
(8 3 6)
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Now let
Q opt= [ - i r +( B A ; ) { 1) -  * 4 B t y [2)] a ; 1 (8 3 7)
and su b stitu tin g  in to  E quation  (8 3 6) yields
J  Tr {(QoptA +  B)(QA)'} dw = J t t {  [M B 'O o , M M ‘)(2)] AT0Q'} dw
(8 3 8)
where 7T_()(,) denotes an ti-stab le  projection of the  z-th elem ent of the respec­
tive m atrix  Since ir _ (£  4*)(2j], A*0 and Q* are all an ti-stab le , the
in tegrand  of E quation  (8 3 8) is analytic  m the CLH P and it is known, by the 
C auchy-G oursat T heorem  (see Brown and Churchill [29, ch 4]), th a t  th is in te­
gral is zero Thus, it has been proven th a t  Q opt given by E quation  (8 3 7) is 
op tim al □
R e m a r k  8 3 1 Notice that, in the pendulum case, 4 =  A \D i,  thus the existence 
o f  the inverse o f  A 0 is guaranteed by the fact that the transfer m atr ix  D[ has an 
inverse and  Ai is a scalar transfer function Also, notice that Di has a zero at the 
origin which does not allow to apply the theorem directly, but the poles and zeros 
of the plant can be shifted into the R H P  in order to be able to use the theorem
R e m a r k  8 3 2 This theorem can easily be extended to higher order matrices 
provided that the square m atr ix  4 has an inverse
T he n  x n  case is explained next F irst notice th a t  in the n  x n  case, all the 
m atrices involved m E quation  8 2 18 have dim ension n  x n  Therefore, Ai is no 
longer a scalar Also, recall th a t  \ i  is the solution to  a spectra l facto rization  (see 
E quation  (8 2 15)) Hence, Ai is an n  x n m inim um  phase transfer m atrix  Thus 
the  theorem  is as follows
T h e o r e m  8 3 3 Suppose that AQ  4 and B  are strictly proper stable transfer  
function  matrices, where A, Q, A  and B  are n  x n  matrices Moreover, assume  
that A is m in im u m  phase Then
a rg i n f J |A Q 4  +  B | | | =  -V-1 [ - i r +(BA't )b k)]n x n A ; 1 (8 3 9)
oo
where A t and A 0 are the all-pass and m in im um  phase factors found  at the input 
o f  A, respectively (see Theorem 8 3 1 )  That is, A can be factored at the input as
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A = A0At where At is an all-pass function  and A0 is a m in im u m  phase function  
[—7r+ (B /l*)(Jijfc)]nxn is an n x n  m atr ix  whose element  (j, k) with  j  =  1, , n and
fc =  1, , n  is the stable projection o f  the element (j, k) o f  the matrix  B 4*
Proof  From  th e  P ro jection  Theorem  (see Luenberger [26, §3 3]) it is known th a t  
Qopt is op tim um  if and only if ( \Q optA +  B) is perpend icu lar to  the space gener­
a ted  by i\Q A T h a t is,
{AQoptA A- B) 1  AQ A VQ e H™ n
Thus, it is needed to  show th a t
<  A Q opt 4 + B ,  \ Q A  > — ^  J  T r  {(AQ opt 4 +  B ) { \ Q  4)*} dw =  0 VQ €  H n™
Since 4 is stab le , it can be factored as 4 — A 0 42 (see Theorem (8 3 1)) where 4 t 
is an all-pass factor ( 1  e 4* A* =  I )  and .40 is a m inim um  phase factor (i e no 
transm ission  zeros on the O R H P) Hence
j T r { ( \ Q optA  + B ) ( \ Q A ) ' } d w  =  j T r { { A Q 0ptA 0 4, +  B ) 4* A*0Q * \ m} d w
= f  T r  { ( i \Q 0ptA 0 +  54,*) 4 '0Q '  'V*} dw
(8 3 10)
Now, let
Q opt=  V-1 [ - i r + ( B 4 r ) W )] BXfl4 ; 1 (8 3 11)
and su b s titu tin g  in to  E quation  (8 3 10) gives
[ T r { ( A Q optA  + B ) ( A Q A ) ' } d w  =  f  T r { [ n - ( B A : ) M ]n x n A'0Q ' A ' }  dw
(8 3 12)
w here [ ^ - ( i M *)^*)]nxn is an n x n  m atrix  whose elem ent (j, k) w ith j  =  1, , n
and k  — 1, , n  is the an ti-stab le  p ro jection  of the  elem ent (j, k) of the  m atrix  
BA*t Since [ i r - ( B A D ^ ik)]nxn V ,  A* and Q* are all an ti-stab le , the in tegrand  of 
E q ua tion  (8 3 12) is analy tic  in the  C LH P and  by the  C auchy-G oursat Theorem  
(see Brown and  Churchill [29, ch 4]) it is known th a t  th is in tegral is zero Thus, 
it has been proven th a t  Q opt given by E quation  (8 3 9) is op tim um  □
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8.4 ^2 Control of the Inverted Pendulum
4s explained in the  previous sections, the approach  is to  solve the problem  g i\en  
by E quation  (8 1 5 ) , which was shown to  be equivalent to  solving the problem  of 
E quation  (8 2 18), which is shown next
Qopt =  a r g I K i Q A  +  B l2\\l
where
a; = w ; ( w : w , +  w ; w t)Nr
B n  =  ( -  W ; \ V t N TU T)
and iVr , D i , Vi and Ur are g n e n  m Section 3 3 4 T he problem  can be extended 
to  include a  weight on R  — K ( I  +  G A )_1 so th a t  it covers the sam e weighted 
m ixed sensitiv ity  problem  as the R obust C ontrol Toolbox for M atlab  [30] To do 
so, ju s t change the last two equations to
= N ; { w ; w s +  \ v t' \ \ ' t )N r  + D ; \ v ; w rD r (8 4 1 )
B n  =  (/VI) " 1 [iVr* (W ';K  5V ,A  -  W t‘ W t N r U r )  -  D ^ W ^ r U i D i ]  (8 4 2)
Thus, the  a lgorithm  to find the ^ - o p t im a l  controller after choosing the  appro ­
p ria te  w eights can be sum m arized as
S te p  1 F ind  the solution of the generalised Bezout equation  using Theorem  3 2 1
S te p  2 F ind  the inner-outer factorization of A  =  A iDi using Theorem  8 3 1
S te p  3 F ind  the optim al Q  using Theorem  8 3 2, E quation  (8 3 7)
S te p  4 F ind  the optim al controller, K  using T heorem  3 0 1
The a lgo rithm  was im plem ented and tested  in M atlab  T he im p o rta n t question 
is how to  choose th e  weights W s and which is n o t a triv ia l task  T hev  are 
usually  chosen based on experience and knowledge of the p lan t to  be controlled
8 2
Som etim es it  is a  tria l and error process For the  pendu lum  system  m any sets of 
weights were tried  T he best choices obtained are shown next
0
I I 1UUUU -  \
W ,=  I wt= I I ( 8 4 3 )
0 10(3+100)(s+10) 0 —u 1000.
T he resu lting  sensitiv ity  and com plem entary sensitiv ity  functions are shown in 
Figures 8 2, 8 3Figures 8 4 and 8 5, respectively
Sensitivity at tfie input |Si(jw)|
Figure 8 2 Sensitivity  function a t  the  in p u t, \St ( jw )\
From  those figures, no te  the  peaks of the com ponents of the  m atrix  functions 
Also, notice th a t  d istu rbances m a range of a b o u t 0 1 to  10 rad /sec  applied to 
the  pendulum -angle  have a considerably effect on the  ca rt position , since th is dis­
tu rb an ce  is am plified due to  the high peak of the  com ponent (1 ,2 ) of F igure 8 4 
a t those frequencies M oreover a d isturbance on th e  ca rt of any frequencv is 
a tte n u a te d  due to  th e  low gam  of the elem ent (2,1), m aking no significant effect 
on the  angle position  From  physical considerations, it can be argued th a t  in te r­
actions have to  exist m th is system , since a d istu rbance  on e ither the cart or the 
pendu lum  has to  affect the  s ta te  of the  o ther com ponent T he ideal is to have
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Complemertary sensrtMty at the mput |Ti(jw)|
Figure 8 3 C om plem entarv sensitivitv function a t the inpu t \Tt ( jw )\
a balance betw een the  off-diagonal elem ents since they represent the in te rac tion  
inherent m the svstem  It is im portan t to  be aware th a t these peaks cannot be 
avoided a t all due to  lim ita tions  imposed bv the R H P poles of the p lan t
Figures 8 6 and 8 7 show the  singular values of S 0 and T0 and the step  response 
of the  sim ulation  w ith  the  linearized plant m odel, respectively
8.5 Discussion
As can be seen m th is chap ter, dealing w ith M IM O system s is no t a triv ia l task  
As is known, there  are many different aspects of the control design problem  th a t  
have to  be taken in to  account Also there are many new concepts (com pared to 
the  theory  for SISO system s) th a t  have to be used and some others th a t  have to 
be fu rther developed O ne area  th a t is still under research is th e  lim ita tions th a t  
exist in the  design of m ultivariab le  control system s
T he pendulum  system  is no t an  easy system  to  control As shown in C hap ters  5
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Figure 8 4 Sensitivity function, \{S0( jw ) lJ)\
and 9, there  are fundam en ta l lim ita tions th a t apply, especially the  ones im posed 
by R H P poles These lim ita tions make controller design m uch m ore challenging 
In th is case, th ey  m ake the  selection of weights, 1  e \VS and W u m ore difficult 
The right selection of weights is a difficult and tricky p a rt of th is design process 
D espite the  fact th a t  nowadays there  is more lite ra tu re  w ith  guidelines on how 
to  choose th e  weights, [31], [12], [32], th is p a rt of the  design is often done as 
a tria l and  erro r process W hen using the approaches presen ted  here and the 
%2 approach  of the  R obust Control Toolbox m any sets of weights were tried  
It was noticed th a t  a  change m one of the elem ents of th e  weights changes the 
shape of the  overall S  and T  This also shows th a t  the  selection of weights for 
m ultivariab le  system s is m ore challenging th an  the selection of weights for SISO 
system s
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F igure 8 5 C om plem entary  sensitività function, KToO^),;)!
Freudenberg and Looze [31] s ta te  th a t  the  real unansw ered question is how 
effective the weighting functions will prove to  be as design param eters  ” Here, 
the  designed controller w ith  the weights of E quation  (8 4 3) was im plem ented as 
well as m any o ther controllers ob tained  w ith different sets of weights, b u t even 
though s tab ility  of the real svstem  was achieved w ith  m ost of the controllers, 
the  perform ance was no t as good as expected The m ain reason for th is lack of 
quality  perform ance was the high uncerta in ty  present m th is system , since some 
non-lm earities such as sa tu ra tio n  and friction, am ong others, were not taken  into 
account during  the  m odeling process O ne of the draw backs of is th a t  it 
does not deal w ith large uncerta in ty  com pared w ith control as is m entioned  
m [33] and [30] In [33] an app lication  of H 2 to  a dynam ically  tuned  gyroscope 
(D TG ) is presented T he reason why the  au tho rs choose H 2 is th a t  “the
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m ethodology is su itab le  when the  uncertain ties of the  p lan t are large, and the Ti2 
m ethodology is su itab le  when the  uncertain ties are sm all and the perform ances 
are m ore im p o rta n t” “Because a D T G  is a \ery precise and expensive in strum en t, 
the m odel param eters of the  D T G  are precisely m easured and determ ined , thus 
the m odel uncertain ties are very sm all ’ This paper is also a proof th a t  'H2 is 
still an im p o rtan t tool for control system  design
T he a lgorithm  presented in Section 8 2 has the disadvantage th a t two different 
sets of weights are needed, one for 5  and T  a t the inpu t of the p lan t and  the o ther 
set for S  and T  a t the  o u tp u t Indeed, sim ulations showed th a t  the selection of 
weights is “easier” w ith  the  a lgorithm  of Section 8 3 One disadvantage of the 
a lgorithm  presented in Section 8 3 is m term s of its im plem entation  For large 
svstem s (l e many inpu ts  a n d /o r  ou tpu ts) or for system s w ith high order the 
im plem enta tion  is difficult In fact, th is a lgorithm  was im plem ented in M atlab  
for the pendulum  svstem  and  a lot of problem s were encountered m ainly because 
of round-off errors and im precision m some functions
Singular values of So
Singular values of To
Frequency (ratfsec)
Figure 8 6 S ingular values of S o  and T o
Step Response
From U(1)
Time ( s e c )
Figure 8 7 S tep response of the system  d(t) (upper plot) and <p(i) (lower plot)
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Chapter 9 
Fundamental Limitations on 
Control - MIMO case
D uring the  last two decades much a tten tion  has been paid to  understand  the 
lim ita tions inherent m the  design of control system s m bo th  the frequency and 
the  tim e dom ain For some results see [18] [19] [20], [21], [27], [17], [34] and [35] 
jNowada>s, the trade-offs and design lim itations for SISO system s are well un­
derstood  and the theory  is well established However despite much progress 
design lim ita tions for M IM O svstem s are less well understood  com pared w ith 
their coun terparts  for SISO s\ stem s
M any design lim ita tions for m ultivariable system s are phrased as in tegral in­
equalities th a t  m ust be satisfied by the sensitiv ity  and com plem entary se n s itiu tv  
functions Some of the  results are either very conservative or not easy to applv 
since some of the inequalities do not relate  S  and T  d irectly  they are usually 
given in term s of the ir logarithm s Some o ther inequalities m vohe the singular 
values of S  and T, which have draw backs in th a t  it m ay be difficult to  rela te  the 
singular values to properties of the system  under consideration  A nother im por­
ta n t  d isadvantage is th a t  some of the inequalities are valid only for square p lants 
In the  p ap er by W oodyatt et al [34], lim ita tions for a sm gle-input tw o-ou tpu t 
system s are analyzed It gives inequalities th a t the com plem entary  sensitivity 
function  has to obey B ut, again, they are m term s of the  logarithm  of T  Also 
some inequalities concerning elem ents of T  are given in the  sam e paper
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In the  next section, the  M IM O version of the in te rpo la tion  constra in ts  s ta ted  in 
Section 5 1 are given
9.1 Interpolation Constraints
T he resu lts given in th is section have to  be obeyed by S  and T  m order to 
g uaran tee  s tab ility  of the  closed-loop svstem  of the  pendulum  and in general of 
any system  O nly th e  effect of RHP poles is stud ied  here, since the  pendulum  
does no t have R H P zeros, b u t the result can easily be extended to  non-m inim um  
phase zeros by using a sim ilar procedure
Assum e th a t  the  p lan t G  and the controller K  are represented by a coprim e 
fac to rization  For ease, the left-copnm e factorization  given m Theorem  3 0 1 is 
used, th a t  is G = D ^ l Ni It is obvious th a t the R H P poles of G  are the R H P 
zeros of Di Therefore, there  exists a t least one vector from  the  right nullspace 
and one vector from  the left nullspace of Di such th a t
u*pD(p) = 0 D (p)yp =  0
w here p  is a R H P pole of G  Following E quation  (8 2 3) (i e S 0 =  [Vi +  N rQ)D{) 
and  using the  equations above it is easv to  show th a t
S0{p)yP = 0 (911)
and using the  iden tity  5  -f T  =  I  yields
{i -  T0(p))yP = o
=> T0(p)yp = y p (9 1 2)
It can easily be proved th a t  the input direction of th e  R H P zero of D L, yp is the 
o u tp u t d irection  of the  pole a t p  of G Thus, for M IM O system s, the  in terpo la tion  
constra in ts  on S 0 and  T o  not onlv depend on the location  of the  pole (or zero) 
b u t also on its d irection
N ext, lim ita tions  inheren t m the pendulum  svstem  in term s of the  individual 
elem ents of S  and  T  are s tud ied  since they give m ore insight a b o u t the lim ita tions
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of the  overall system  T hey also give guidelines on how to  choose the  weighting 
functions W s and W t, see C hap ter 8
9.2 Limitations in Terms of the Elements of S  
and T
Here, the  lim ita tions  inherent in the  pendulum  system  are s tud ied  F irs t, define 
the p lan t G  and one possible stabilizing controller K  in term s of the ir elem ents 
th a t  is G =  (g\ g2)T and K  =  (k\ k 2) where £1} g2, k x and k 2 are scalar
transfer functions N otice th a t  thev  are functions of th e  com plex variable s The 
dependence on (s) of transfer functions is not shown explicitly  Thus, the  loop 
gam  L, a t the  o u tp u t is
¡ 9 i h  g i h \
Lo =  G K  =  (9 2 1)
i 9 2 h )
Thus, it can be shown, using sim ple algebra th a t
i /l + 92^2 ~ g i k 2 \
5 0 =  ( /  +  L 0) - 1 =  — — — —  (9 2 2)
l  + ^ 1 + ^ 2  l _ g2ki l  +  g i k l
and
1 ( g \ h  gik2'
1 +  51*1 +  9 ih  ^  ^
9 x h  I 1 *
1  +  g ik i  +  g2k2 \ ^  q2k2
■9i  9 i k \
(9 2 3)
To u nders tand  the  lim ita tions  on 5  and J ,  these functions can be rew ritten  in 
term s of the  n um era to r and denom inator of the scalar tran sfer functions involved 
T he result is as follows
1 /  {dg2dk2 +  n g2n k2)dg\dki ~  ftp 1 ft £2^2 <41
5 0 = d ^ (  I (92 4)
~^g2n k\dg\dk2 [dg\dk\ +  ^ g l 1^k\)dg2dk2i
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T<, =  d ^  (9 2 5)\jlg2ft'k\dgld'k2 ^g2^/k2dg\d]z\ J
and
den — dgid g2dfzidk2 +  n g2n k2dgidki +  ngink \d9idk2 (9 2 6)
where n gi and dgi are th e  num erato r and denom inator, respectively, of gx Sim i­
larly, Tiki and dkt are the  num era to r and denom inator, respectively, of k t
Recall E quations (2 1 24) and (2 1 25) Then, the  following conclusions can be 
draw n from E quations (9 2 4) and (9 2 5)
•  F irst, notice th a t  den is a H urw itz polynom ial (i e no roots m the C R H P)
•  The elem ent (1,1) of S 0 has a zero a t the origin as is usuallv  the  case, due 
to dgi
•  The m agnitude of th e  off-diagonal elem ents of S 0 and T0 are the  sam e
•  The elem ent (2,2) of S 0 does not necessarih  have a zero a t the origin, which 
makes m ore difficult the  a tten u a tio n  of low-frequencv d istu rbances on this 
channel
•  The elem ent (1,1) of T 0 and the elem ent (1 2) of S 0 and  T o  have a t least 
one R H P zero Hence following a sim ilar procedure to th a t  of [17, §4] it 
can be shown th a t  these elem ents have an upper bound on its achievable 
bandw idth
•  Because of th is  upper bound on the elem ent (1 2) and the  fact th a t  it does 
not have any zero a t the  origin, it can be concluded th a t  there  is a range 
of frequencies for which S 01 2  and T01 2  are g rea ter th an  or equal to  one It 
follows th a t  in te rac tions on th is  channel cannot be avoided, which from  a 
physical po in t of view is clear, since a deflection of the pendu lum  has to 
affect the  position  of the cart
•  The elem ent (2,2) of T0 has two zeros a t the origin, due to  n g2 and dg\
•  T0 is a singular tran sfer m atrix  (see E quation  (9 2 3)), which m eans th a t  the 
m inim um  singu lar value is zero (up to num erical precision m F igure 8 6)
•  A change on e ither the  num era to r or denom inato r of one of the  elem ents 
of the controller will affect several elem ents of S 0 and T0 This m akes the 
selection of w eights m ore difficult since one change in one of the  elem ents 
of the  weights will affect the overall S 0 and T0
and
i ( ft'glW'kldg2dk2 /^gl^‘k2dg2dkl\
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AJso notice th a t  the response of the  system  Y (s) to  an inpu t R (s)  is given by 
the com plem entary  sensitiv ity  function, thus
Hence, the  response of the  system  (cart and angle position) to a com m and inpu t 
r(s)  is determ ined  by the first colum n of T0
9.3 Input vs Output Properties
The a lgorithm  g i\en  m Section 8 2 is based on an op tim ization  at the p lan t inpu t 
and o u tp u t Here, a discussion of the  inpu t and o u tp u t properties is given m 
order to  understand  b e tte r  the  im plications of such op tim ization  It will become 
clear th a t  the  in p u t op tim ization  is no t independent of the ou tp u t This coupling 
presents design difficulties
F irst define the  p lan t/co n tro lle r  alignm ent angle as
< S 3 1 >\ l |A ( .H I I I I G C H I |y  
where K ( j w )  ^  0 and  G (jw )  ^  0 and j w  is ne ither a pole of A (5 ) nor G (s) T he 
alignm ent angle satisfies </>(jw) G [0°,90°] To a n a h z e  the alignm ent angle a t a 
pole use the num erato r polynom ial of a right coprim e factorization  of the  p lan t 
The following two theorem s are taken from  [36] The norm  used in the  theorem s 
is the  E uclidean norm
T h e o r e m  9 3 1 The closed loop transfer functions  satisfy
115.11 ^  \A  +  \Tx{jw)\2 tan2 <p(jw) +  |S ,( jw ) | (9 3 2)
||S0|| <  m ax{l, |S t ( jw )|}  +  \Tt ( jw )\  tan ®(jw) (9 3 3)
||S J >  m ax{ \ J  1 +  |Tt0 w)|2 tan2 <f>( jw ) ,  |S,(jtu)|} (9 3 4)
r o l l  =  (9 3 5)
cos q>(jw)
and
\\K(j w )S 0(j w )\\ =  >„ (9 3 6)
c o s0 O w )||G O w )||
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Proof See [36] □
Theorem 9 3 2 The off-diagonal elem ents o f T 0( j w)  satisfy the bounds
\Tol2{jw)\  +  \T02i{jw)\ > \Tt ( j v j ) \ t a n i ( jw ) (9 3 7)
and, fo r  1 ^ 3
-1/2
(9 3 8)
Proof  See [36] □
Thus, the sensitivity  functions a t the ou tp u t of the  p lan t, S 0 and T0, are not 
independent of those a t th e  inpu t of the p lan t, Si and T hev depend on 
p lan t/co n tro lle r  alignm ent as well as the m agnitude of Sj and Tt Notice, from 
E quation  (9 3 5), th a t  alignm ent is im p o rtan t a t frequencies where \Tt ( jw )  \ >  1
a t higher frequencies ¡T^jw)]  1 and therefore the  effect of a bad alignm ent
is a tten u a ted  Bad alignm ent m eans ( ¡> {j i l ) % 90°, and good’ alignm ent m eans 
o ( jw )  «  0°
It can also be concluded, from  Theorem  9 3 2, th a t  bad alignm ent will g i\e  higher 
closed loop interactions, since a t least one of the off-diagonals elem ents of T0 
will h a \e  relatively high gam  From  the conclusions abou t lim ita tions given in 
Section 9 2 it can be seen th a t  for the  pendulum , the  elem ent (1 2) will tend  to 
h a \e  a higher gain th an  the  elem ent (2 I) being even higher when the alignm ent 
is bad Hence, in teractions of th is system  are difficult to  avoid Also, notice th a t  
the  in teractions m ay be very sensitive to sm all variations of the  alignm ent angle, 
since tan<£ increases linearly  w ith sm all variations of (p from  zero whereas, co s0  
is not th a t  sensitive regard ing  these variations
U nfortunately , achieving perfect alignm ent is no t easy, specially if the p lan t di­
rections change considerably  w ith frequency, as discussed in [37] The pendu lum  
system  changes direction m the  frequencv range from  1 to  10 rad /sec  as shown m 
Table 9 1 This shows th a t  the  system  will tend  to  have large peaks on S 0 and T0 
w ith in  th is range Indeed, during  the design of several controllers for th is p lan t,
T h a t is it is im portan t a t  frequencies sm aller th an  the bandw idth  of T ^ jw ) ,  since
fthe  system  always presented high peaks on these functions w ithin th is range 
F igure 9 1 shows the varia tion  of the p lan t /con tro ller alignm ent w ith respect to 
frequency when using the  controller ob tained w ith the  weights of E quation  8 4 3 
This shows th a t  alignm ent is not easily achieved when the d irection of the  p lan t 
varies considerably
Frequency (w) 0 1 1 5 10 100
D irection
( o  0 0 0 9 )
( - 0  9 9 6 \ 
^  0 088 )
/ - 0  6 2 7 \ 
V 0 779 J ( » “ )
( - 0  345\  
V 0 938 )
Table 9 1 Frequency vs direction of the p lan t
Frquency v s  plant/controller alignment
Figure 9 1 Frquency vs p lan t/co n tro lle r  alignm ent
9.4 Discussion
I t is shown from a M IM O po in t of view th a t  the  pendulum  system  has strong  
lim ita tions  im posed by R H P poles 4s is well known, these lim ita tions canno t be 
avoided, no m a tte r  w hat control design approach  is used In fact, several control 
design m ethodologies were used to  design controllers for the  pendulum , am ong
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these are LQR, H 2 using the approaches of C h ap te r 8, H 2 using the  Robust 
C ontrol Toolbox [30], one-loop-at-a-tim e (C h ap te r 6) and w ith  all of them  these 
lim ita tions were noticeable
Also, it is shown th a t the  rela tion  between the  sensitiv ity  functions a t the  input 
and o u tp u t depend on the  p lan t/con tro ller a lignm ent B u t th is raises im p o rtan t 
questions How choose th e  weights so th a t a ‘ good” alignm ent is achieved7 Is it 
possible to  use alignm ent as a  m easure of system  quality , since it  clearly  varies 
w ith scaling, and  w ith the  choice of un its  for the  two system  o u tp u ts7
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Chapter 10
Discussion and Conclusions
In th is thesis some m ultivariable design approaches were presented The inverted 
pendulum  was used as an application  exam ple I t is a non-lm ear unstab le p lan t 
characteristics th a t  m ake it useful for analyzing design m ethods and trade-offs m 
control system s design
Several different approaches were discussed The first two approaches were based 
on one-loop-at-a-tim e SISO design The second one was b e tte r  because it was 
designed tak ing  in to  consideration the inherent lim ita tions and trade-offs m the 
system  The th ird  approach was based on a non-linear m ethod G am  Scheduling 
which was com bined w ith the  one-loop-at-a-tim e technique The fourth  was a 
full 2 -norm -optim ization  M IM O approach 4m ong all controllers im plem ented 
the  G am  Scheduled (GS) controller gave the  best perform ance for th is specific
i
system  The a u th o r believes th a t  the  reason for th is is th a t  th is m ethod  takes 
in to  consideration  some nonlm earities of the  p lan t O ne of the  m ost a ttrac tiv e  
advantages of the GS approach is its sim plicity  com pared  w ith  o ther design m eth ­
ods for non-lm ear system s since in the design stage it m akes use of linear system  
theo ry
T he im portance of analysing the  fundam ental lim ita tions  th a t  exist m any system  
was also discussed, since these lim ita tions were found to  give m ore insight and 
guidelines on how to im prove the perform ance of th e  final closed-loop
Also, a m ultivariab le  I-L2 op tim ization  approach was s tud ied  The m ethod  pre­
sented in th is thesis is based on a frequency dom ain  approach  This feature makes
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it more tran sp aren t m  the  sense of analysing and in terp re ting  the algorithm , since 
all the steps are based on linear algebra unlike m any o ther a lgorithm s which de­
pend on the so lu tion  of a R iccati equation The a lgorithm  given in [25] is one 
of the m ost p opu lar m ethods for solving the H 2 problem , b u t it is based on 
several assum ptions and  conditions th a t the p lan t has to  obey, 1  e s tab ility  and 
detec tab ility  of some s ta te  space m atrices and the choice of the w eighting m atrix  
W s is restric ted  to  s tr ic tly  p roper transfer functions The only condition  th a t  the 
a lgorithm  presented here has to  obey is th a t the m atrices A and i?12 are s tr ic th  
proper Furtherm ore , th e  weight W s can be biproper as long as A and  B i2 are 
s tric tly  proper T h is  gives m ore flexibihtv m the choice of the  weights Howev er 
the m am  disadvan tage w ith  th is a lgorithm  is th a t the im plem enta tion  is no t eas\ 
in cases were the  p lan t is com plex or with high order In those cases serious 
num erical difficulties were encountered Also com m ercialh  available software 
( 1  e R obust C ontrol Toolbox [30]) wras used to design controllers It uses a 
s tate-space approach  It was slightly less flexible since it has some restric tions 
on the p lan ts and  weights to wrhich it can be applied Once these restric tions 
were fulfilled, th is softw are presented no num erical problem s However, it has the 
d isadvantage th a t  the  set of possible weights was reduced In general, the  results 
were broadly sim ilar to  the  a u th o r’s frequencv dom ain software
As m entioned above, the  GS approach was found to be very effective for the pen* 
dulum  system  since it it deals w ith non-linearities of the p lan t, which is an im por­
ta n t characteristic  of th is  system  The Ho MIMO approach  wras taken  because it 
was expected to  give b e tte r  results th an  the one-loop-at-a-tim e approach  since it 
can deal rigourously  w ith  m ultivariab le aspects such as in te rac tions or coupling 
In p ractice  the  designed 7i2 controllers stabilized the system , b u t the  perfor­
m ance was not very good The conclusion is th a t the im pact of non-linearities 
outweighed the benefits of a full M IM O optim ization  design For fu tu re  work, the 
com bination of H 2 and  G ain  Scheduling would be an obvious d irection  forw ard
The I-L2 approach  is still a useful tool for designing m ultivariab le  system s How­
ever, it relies on th e  p roper choice of weights This task  is much m ore difficult 
when the p lan t p resents high in teractions or strong  lim ita tions, specially those
com ing from  R H P poles or zeros The real theore tical problem s seem to  be how 
to  select good weights and how to  trea t non-linearities using %  control One 
reason for th is  is th a t  the  benefits th a t would be expected from a full M IM O 
optim ization-based  design m ay not be realized in p rac tice  because of the difficul­
ties in weight selection Thus, it would be desirable to  s tudy  m  more dep th  the 
rela tion  of the  w eighting functions to  some properties of the  closed-loop system , 
sucli as th e  rela tion  of weights to  p lan t/con tro ller a lignm ent a n d /o r  the rela tion  
w ith  respect to  some s tab ility  m argins Also, it would be desirable to  have more 
theore tical m ethods and algorithm s for the GS approach, since m ost of the  ex­
isting  lite ra tu re  is based on ad hoc m ethods or approaches th a t  are no t easy to 
apply
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